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Challenger
successful
at recovery
By HOWARD BENEDICT
tract commercial customers to
AP Aerospace Writer
'its shuttle space transportation
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. system.
•
(AP) - In a now-or-never
If Nelson and anu van Hoften
drama. Challenger's astronauts aren't successful as repairmen,
salvaged Solar Max and the mis- they'll return Solar Max to
sion of the shuttle today by snarEarth for treatment by experts.
ing the satellite with a bionic
Thirty minutes before the first
arm and bringing it into their jet firing, the a'stronauts
300-mile-high workshop for 1Cont'd on page -2)
repair.
"We've- got it, and we're putting it in the (bay)" commander
Robert'Crippen reported.
-The-- astronauts scored!when
they guided Challenger
alongside the crippled, slowlyspinning satellite and astronaut
Terry Hart reached out and
grabbed it with the wire fingers
of the ship's 50-foot arm.
Operating from a remote Station
in the cabin,be gingerly berthed
Solar Max on a stand in the
cargo bay.
Rumors alleging an outSuccess Came on the last-ditch
break of scarlet fever on the
effort _to retrieve the satellite,.
campus of Murray State
which had eluded Challenger on
University are unfounded acSunday when a space-walking
astronaut was unable to hook oncording to spokesmen for
MSU student health services
to it. If the crew had been unable
and the Calloway County
to snag Solar Max on two or
- The Murray Fire Department
Health Department
three passes this Morning, there
Is conducting a series of trainJim Erwin, administrator
would not be another chance
ing sessions this week after beof the Calloway County
because the shuttle is low on
ing authorized to burn several
Health Department says Dr.
fuel. structures on Chestnut Street
Commander Robert Crlppen
Harry Whayne of MSU health
between Cherry and L.P. Miller
and pilot Disk Scobee sucservices has reported two
streets. The Murray Economiccessfully fired-Challenger's fuelcases of scarlet fever to the
- Development Corporation purshy jets three times in three .cOunty health department.
chased the properties through a
hinirs today to rendezvous with
• Whayne says he has had
community development grant
the target. closing ,a gap that
two confirmed cases and that
and is planning the construchad increased to 61 miles since
the situation ''has never been
tion of a? four-plex townhouse
Sunday's aborted- effort.
out of hand."
type unit. Construction should
Astronauts George Nelson and
Roberta Garfield, clinic adbegin within 30 days with the
James van Hoften 9.re to make a
ministrator for student health
expected construction time set
double sp&Cle walk Wednesday to .service- at MSU, said today
at 90 dayn. Murray Fire Marreplace two defective parts - a
that she was aware of one
shal Phil Owens and Fire Chief
control system module and a
confirmed Case of scarlet
James Hornbuckle, left, report
electronics bOx - and then
fever on the campus recently
the fire fighters will be training
return the satellite to space on
-but for a school of this size
and practicing search and
Thursday.
that is not unusual."
• rescue and structural fire
Even if they don't repair Solar
Erwin and Garfield report
fighting techniques. Owens
Max in orbit, flight director Jay
that scarlet fever is not the
sayti residents in the area may
Greene said they have
dreaded disease it once was.
notice discoloration of their
demonstrated what they set out
Erwin explains that scarlet
water due It) the use of the fire'
to do - that the shuttle can 'fever is "not a real bad
hydrants.
.rendezvous with a satellite and
disease - it's actually a strep
Staff photos by Jennie Gordon
serviceSt, either by repair or
Infection."
resupply. or hy returniag it to
"Its strep threat with a
Earth. That is a selling point
rash" and is easily contained
NASA is using as it seeks to atwith penicillin, Garfield says.
A person suffering from
scarlet fever, who has been
treated with penicillin "is no
longercontagious" after 2448
hours, Garfield reports.
Garfield and Erwin say
annual report on the Soviet ' The 121-page document cc*ers of some weapons, including a-- for thi past several- years that
By TIM AHERN
.they, too,have heard rumors
ground-based ,laser the pena wide array of Soviet weaponry
milieary, outlining a vast
several 1LS- satellites have been
Associated Press.Writcr
or dormitories and floors betagon says. the Soviets are
buildup of weapons which may. and wa.s released as congresWASHINGTON (AP) -- The
"illuminated" by1asers.
ing quarantined due to-anoutsional cothinitteee4r.spare- to- bonding t u research facility at - ,The United States is now
include _r_a- ground-based laser
Pentagon today issued its third
of the disease but add
Sary Sagan.
begin voting on a record Pencapable of blinding U.S.
'testing an anti-satellite weapon,
that no quarantines have
That laser could lead-to..a, . a small rocket which 'would be
tagon budget in the fourth year
satellites.
been imposed., •_
"prototyp? laser anti-satellite
Defense Secretary Caspar
of The Reagan administration's
fired from a high-flying F-15 jet.
"It is not anything really
weapons as soon as the late
five-year plan to "rearm
Weinberger said the Soviet inBoth nations depend-heavily
contagio'us," Erwin says. He
1980s," the Pentagon said.
America."
crease should be met with
on satellites for reconnaissance
-One Section - I Paw-.
reports is can be contracted
Senior defense officials, and' early warning Of attacks
While the report contains little-higher
tfase spending to
At"the Movies
from drinking after someone
discussing the report on the conwhich was not in previous
"restore the
Classifieds.
and President Reagan two
gth'necessary
.
11
or having close physical con-dition they not be named, refusreports issued in 1981 and 1982, it
to maintain peace with
Gomics
weeks ago rejected congrestact with someone having the
ed to confirm reports circulating
freedom."
does offer a more detailed view
Crosswords
sional calls for U.S.-Soviet talks
infection.
• ___
_
Dear Abby , _
aimed at outlawing ..such
"You could sit
a room.
• Garrott's Galley
weapons'.'---A treaty would be too
.
full of .people with _scarlet
Horoscope
difficult'to verify, he said.
6 .
fever and not catch it. There
Murray Today
The Pentagon began issuing
A, 5
is absolutely no reason to
Obituaries
..
theceports two years ago to sup12
quarantine. It's not that, ,.
Perspective
_
port its c_o_ntention that large inbad," Erwin adds.
•
Sports..
crease-8 were needed in U.S.
.
defense spending. .
_Host tarotHes-are beingsought- ---States-in August 1984. attend the• editions, the
Like-_ea
A-I-SE Fs- als-o----seekin-g- local-high-school, and return to
for 25 high-school students from
latest- version of "Soviet
American high school students
.Tuesday.:. Tonight win=Jae3wedell;--- Norway,- Denmark, ---tifeirt home enuntr3r in lute June
age 15-through 18 who would like -Military'Power -1-8-destgneli-W
mostly cloudy with lov
---itryr- the
1984. The students,alt:Ruent_in
appeal to the public. It includes
to spend a high school year or a
,_yinianft,
Holland, Germany.
mid to upper40a East-winds
English. have been screened by
a number of-photographs, multiFrance,
Spain,
Italy,
Colombia,'
five week summer stay with the
he 5 to 10 Mph.
their school representatives in
colored drawings, and easy-toBrazILL Australia, Malaysia.
host family on many •Of the- read charts.
Wednesday will be partly-sunhome
their
countries
and
have
Singapore,
Korea,
Hong
Kong
above mentioned countries.
ny arid a little -warmer -with
spending money and medical
The report documents Soviet
and Japan for the school year
Persons interested in this prohighs.in the mid 60s.:East winds
insurance.
work. on a number of weapons
gram "should contact Dr. Janet
1984-85, in a program sponsored
will be around 10 mph.
Host families with small
which the United States
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) W. McGuire,-P.O. Box 919, Murby American'Intercultral Stuchildren are welcome -to pardeveloped first.
Salvation Army officials had no
dent Exchange (AISE
ray, Telephone 753-9280. Letters
-.._ticipate. Host families may
--For example, he report says
use for one donation left in a bin
LAKE LEVELS
The students, age 15 through
should.
contain the prospective
deduct
$50
per
month
for
the Soviets are producing anewIncorfie
where used clothes and. other
Kentucky Lake .. ... 359.2
17, will arrive in the United
host family's telephone number.
Tax purposes.
version of their aging Bear longitem
are deposited, for the
Barkley Lake.
•,
359_3_
range. bomber which will be
benefit of the needy.
chesigned to carry cruise
This time they got four pOunds
missiles. The United States has
of marijuana.
MISS
been deploying those low-flying
Police were puzzled by the
weapons on some B-52 bombers
donation. and said they had no
From staff, AP reports
YOUR PAPER!
Tennessee.Nallonal Guardsmen
According to Sergeant k;itist
for the past year.
FORT PIr.LOW• Tenn. ,( AP) to join the hind As three inmittes
clue to the donor.
,
Class Mike Carden of the urSubscribers who hove not.
The Soviets also last year laid
- Gov. Lanier Alexander
Assistant Police Chief James
sneaked
who
from
away
a
grassray
Kentucky NationaF guard,
r.eceived their home-delivered
the
keel
ordered 250 state lawmen into
of
their
Greif
first
said an anonymous caller
nuclear-s,
cutting detail Monday remained
no guardsmen from the Comcopy of The Murray ladpr & Tones
powered aircraft carrier, a
honed
and jcag,
Ammi.r..04..the
largP
-----__..ost
•
wealttiswer.
14.booakietimpow-by 5:30' frrff.19tonclay-fridayor
60
ve-siiThlia will be ' police w-here to Ibilffie
. pot.
A fourth escapee was taken in:
murderers and an attempted
for
assistance
the
in
search
•
-130 Rm. Soturdoys-ore urged
capable to launching attack jets.
The caller may have been a
to custody without incident half
rapist who fled Fort Pillow State
witout a -direct ortier from
to call 753-1916 between 5:30 ...prisost, calling-the
The Soviets currentlyhave
friend or relative of someone
. repeat of.
-an-hour after the escape. while
Governor Martha bayneCoOttts.--__ ,
had ta.4ispose of the stuff.
_
68nitre_thJd.
-70ruary 6§6tptrilifttivrfrt/Mstr'—e"ing-exptatri-- that Alex- '
4tline*-41"-heme-abettt
States Nis 13 canters, most of
he said.
'sod 4 p.m. Saferday, or 1:31
,fAte miles from. the _prison."
them tar larger, and is building
(C'ont'd op paKe 2)
The,marijuana had been plac-•
,.
authorities said.
The-governor also drdered 225
..
.
two more.
ed into small bags.

r.

Campus
'fever'
denied

Soviets may have advanced laser capabilities
today's index

Host families are sought in area
for students visiting this country
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Kentucky has below capacity prison data
WASHINGTON ( AP ) - The
nttion's prisons ended 1983 with
a record 438.830 inmates, 10 percent over capacity, despite a
Sharp drop in the growth of inmate populations, a jail cell construction boom and expanded
early release programs.
In an annual report, the
Justice Department's Bureau of
Justice Statistics said Sunday
the stOe and federal prison
population grew by 24,468 during
•the year. a 5.9 percent increase
compared to the record 12.2 percent increase in 1981 and the 12
percent increase in 1982.
"
The slowdown in growth. all
-accomplished at the state level,
resulted from the aging of much
of the post-World War 11 baby
boom generation past the
prison-prone ages of 20 to 29 and
from the expansion of early
releaSe programs, often. under
•

.1

presucot
to relieve
crowding.
In all. 15 states reported 21,420
prisoners received early
releases in 1983 because of
crowding.

Nevertheless, only nine states
were below capacity: Georgia at
99 percent,.Kentucky at 95 percent, Minnesota at 90 percent,
Missouri at 91 percent, North
Carolina at 95 percent. North

In addition, the bureau -said
nearly 42,000 beds were added to
prisons in 1431 and 1982. And in
1982, another 28,000 beds were
under construction and more
than 73,000 .were planned in 49
states.'

Dakota at 87 percent, Rhode
Island at 98 percent, Texas at 91
percent and Vermont at 93 percent. The American Correctional Association recommends
a population at 90 percent of
capacity.

But the bureau said the 1983
inmate increase suggests that
500 new beds need--to be added
each week just to accommodate
new inmates. In 1983. state
systems reported more than

• The bureau said to percent of
all inmates wage housed in
prisons built before 1875, and 18
states held almost 8.100 sentenced prisoners in local jails
because of crowding at prisons.
The bureau attributed the
prison population explosion that
began in the early 1970s to the
arrival-of the post-World War H
baby boom generation to the

$900 million in construction
outlays and about $2.25 billion in
bonds and other revenue-raising
mechanisms to support capital
improvements.

prison prone ages and to stiffer
sentencing and parole laws,
Here is the state-by-state list
of prison populations of the
United States in 1983, and the
percent change from the year
before, as reported Sunday by
the Justice Department.
Northeast:
Maine, up 1,049, up 5.0 percent; New Hampshire, 479, up
7.6 percent; Vermont, 497, down
sof 17 percent; Massachusetts,
4,559, down 1.4 percent; Rhode
Island, 1,157, up 11.6 percent;
Connecticut, 5,474, down 6.2
percent;
New York, 30,489, up 9.1 percent: New Jersey, 10,209, up 24.6
percent; Pennsylvania, 11,767,
up 11.8 percent.
North Central:
Ohio, 17,766,„ up. 2.6 percent;,
Indiana, 9,360, up-.5 percent:.11linois, 15,595, up 9.1 percent;

Michigan, 14,382, down 5.5 percent; Wisconsin, 4,898, up 4.9
percent; Minnesota, 2,156, up 3.8
percent; Iowa, 2,814. down 0.5
percent;
Missouri, 8,063, up 8.2 percent; North Dakota, 410, up 27.3
percent; South Dakota, 824, up
4.2 percent; Nebraska, 1,677,
down 1.9 percent; Kansas, 3,705,
up 20.4 percent.
South:
Delaware, 2,190, up 6.2 percent; Maryland. 12,606, up 14.5
percent; District of Columbia,
4,344, up 13.4 percent; Virginia,
10,093, up 0.1 percent; West
Virginia, 1,628, down 5.8
percent:
North Carolina, 13,395, down
7.1 percent; South Carolina,
9,583, up 4.9 percent; Georgia,
,.
15,347,, up 6.5 pe„rceckt;
26,334, down 5.4 percent; Kentucky, 4,738, up 16.2 percent;

Tennessee, 8,768, up 11.4 percent; Alabama, 9,856, up 6.7 per• cent r Mississippi, 5,586. up 1.9
percent; Arkansas, 4,183, up 6.6
percent; Louisiana, 12,970, up
18.7 percent; Oklahoma, 7,487,
up 17.9 percent; Texas, 35,259,
down 2.5 percent.
West:
Montana,850, down 7 percent;
Idaho, 1,206, up)15.2 percent;
Wyoming,721, down 2.7 percent;
Colorado, 3,450, up 13.4 percent;
New Mexico, 2,013, up 17.2 percent; Arizona, 6,889, up 13.5
percent;
Utah, 1,275, up 4.9 percent;
Nevada, 3,200, up 18 percent;
Washington, 6,701, up 6 percent;
Oregon, 4,181, up 8.1 percent;
California, 39,360, up 13.6 percent: Alaska, 1,634, up 25.1 percent: tiawaii, 1,731, up 20.5
percent.

Health spotlight shines on MCCH

-9-

During the week of April 8-14,
eluding tests in hemotology,
the health care spotlight in Murchemistry,
serology,
ray and Calloway County will be
bacteriology, blood bank And
focused
on
the
medital • pathology.
laboratory at Murray-Calloway
In addition to their primary
County Hospital and its contriburesponsiblities, the laboratory
tions to quality patient care as the
staff assists Murray State
nation observes National Medical
University by providing practical
Laboratory Week.
training of students enrolled in its
This year's theme - "The
medical laboratory technology
Medical Laboratory: Bringing
associate degree program.
the DiagnosiglInto Focus" emThelhospital's Blood Ban& prophasizes the critical role played
gram also is headquartered in the
by the laboratory staff in the promedical laboratory. Being a corn
cess of daily diagnosis and pamunity program, its blood suptient care.
plies are provided by local inThe accurate, dependable test
dividuals, church, civic and
results' provided by these
social groups and employees of
dedicated professionals are
local and area businesses,:
essential to the detection,
More than 2,500 names are on
diagnosis, treatment, prevention
file at the Blood Bank, names of
1.0C U. OR %TOM('-%1_ %% INNERS - After receiving first
and study of diseases.
individuals who are available,
place a%% a rd. in local competition. two local high school students
Twenty-three people make- up
night of day-, for blood donations
ill ad % ante to the Kentucky Optimist Club District Contest in
the staff of the local hospital's
should an emergency need for it
Loui.% We Ma% 19. They will be eligible for a $1900 scholarship..
medical laboratory, the services
arise.
Vattilie McDougal. a Calloway County High School freshman, is
of which are available 24 hours a
Supervised by Bill Kyle, an
the first place winner in the girls' division and Luke Harrison, a
day seven days a week for both
ASCP-certified technician, and
Murra% High school sophomore. is the first place winner in the
in-and out-patients.
with Sandra Henry as the donor
bo%.' di'. ision. The Zane 13 local contest was larch 27. Other conDr. David Barrett, who has
recruiter, the program also is
testants were from('adiz, Princeton and Hopkinsville.
been with the medical staff since
supported by all of the
1970, is the pathologist. He is in
laboratory's employees..
charge of the laboratory. Mary
In 1983, there were crossiriatchAnn Sorensen, who took over last,
ed in the Blood Bank -1,797 pints
summer when David Walker-acof blood needed for transfusions.
cepted a similar postion in Saudi
Between 40 and 50 pints of blood.
Arabia, is the chief technologist
including
all types, are maintainand is certified by the American
ed in the laboratory at all times
'Society of College Pathologists
for immediate use.
ASCP ).
The
others
include
six
"National Medical Laboratory
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
ORIGINAL SONG SCORE OR
technologists
certified
Week
by
ASCP:
is an ideal time to create
- Here is a complete list of winADAPTATION SCORE: Michel
Bobble Lane, Gary Heltsley, Bongreater visibility for our
ners at the 56th annual,Academy
Legrande and Alan and Marilyn
nie Stice, Sally Bradham, Nancy
laboratory within our service
Awards Monday night.
Bergman, "Yentl."
Mehr and Jean Murphy, who also
area," says Stuart Poston, adPICTURE: - Terms of
ART DIRECTION: "Fanny &
has a specialist's certification in
ministrator of the hospital.
Endearment."
Alexander."
hemotology.
"The week's theme - 'Bring-'
ACTOR: Robert Duvatll.
COSTUME DESIGN: "Fanny
There also are five technicians
ing
the Diagnosis into Focus' "Tender Mercies."
& Alexander."
certified by the same registry:
does much -to describe our
ACTRESS: Shirley MacLaine.
DOCUMENTARY
Rene Brittain, Kathy Dunn,
laboratory's staff and its con"Terms of Endearment."
FEATURE: "He Makes Me
Ginger Weaver, Bruce Higbee
tribution to the quality of patient
, SUPPORTING ACTOR:- Jack
Feel Like Dancin'."
and Linda Cavitt.
care
and to the preservation of
Nicholson, - Terms of
DOCUMENTARY SHORT
Three others - Jeannie
human life,"' he went on.
Endearment."
SUBJECT: "Flamenco at 5:15."
Kingins, Judy Howard and Terry
SUPPORTING. ACTRESS:
"By- participattng - in -the
FILM.EDITING: "The Right
Hansen
hold certificates from
Linda Hunt."The Year Of Living
diagnostic proceSs, 'laboratory
the
American' Medical
Dangerously."
professionals are part of the
ANIMATED SHORT FILM:
Technologists' organization.
• DIRECTOR: James L. "Sundae fn New York." -health care team which also in-,
Paula Horninek is the ASCPBrook,s. "Terms of
eludes the attending physicians,
LIVE ACTION SHORT FILM: -certified histology technician.
-Endearment... ,
nurses and other health profes"Boys /Ind Girls."
Beverly Thompson is the
FOREIGN -LANGUAGE
sionals
who 'Make up our staff."
SOUND: "The Right Stuff."
pathology secretary, and Paula
FILM: "Fanny arid Alexander,"
S OUND EFFECTS 'Shaw the clinical lab secretary.
National Medical Laboratory
S.weden.
EDITING: "The Right Stuff."
.Sandra Craig and Lori Hill are
Week is co-sponsored by the
-ORIGINAL SONG:
Announced in advance:
the lab assistants.
'
American Society of Clinical
"Flashdance ... What a Feeling"
HONORARY - Hal Roach.
The purpose of the laboratory
Pathologists and other groups in
''Flashdance"
J EAN HERSHOLT
is to aid and support the physiappro3iimately
13,000
ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY-:- HUMANITARIAN -' M. J.
cians in confirming a diagnosis.
laboratories and 6,000 hospitals
H o r.ton Foote, "Tender
Frankovich,
This
relluireS
extensive
throughout the U.S.
Mercies."
✓ ISUAL EFFECTS
knowledge and unusual dedicaSCREE-PLAY ADAPTAWorking-in these facilities are
ACHIEVEMENT - "Return of
tion on the part of the laboratory
TION : James .L. Brooks. the Jedi."
approXimately 250,000' certified
staff.
"Terms of Endearment."
laboratory personnel. including ...
SCIENTIFIC-TECHNICAL
More than 150-different tests,
CINEMATOGRARHY : Sven
pathologists,
ACHIEVEMENT - Dr. 'Kurt
many of which are made daily,
medical Nykvist. "Fanny and
technologists, medical laboratory
Larche, projection lamps.
are commonplace in the Murray
AleXander.'
scientists, specialists, technihospital's laboratory. Results
GORDON SAWYER SOUND
ORIGINAL SCORE:- Bill Cpncians and assistants-- in elinical
from more than 120,000 such tests
ACHIEVEMENT - Dr John G.
ti, The Right Stuff."
laboratory science.
were reported last year. inFrayne.

Oscar listing given
for Academy Awards

FRANKFORT. Ky. f AP - Five John Deere
farm tractors worth more than $100,000 were
stolen-fiom a Shelby Cotinty implement dealer,
stat,e,,p
-arce said.- •
The theft-occurred betvveen 2 p.m. Sunday and
7.:30 a.m. Monday at .Shelby Supply Co. on ontucky 53. according to a state police news
retea-se,
The yellow and green tractors were driven
from the implement lot to a loading ramp, where
they were put aboard at least two large trucks
- and hauled away, the news.release said.
-

-10".--+AP4r -4,--4114w Kerituelty
Association for Mental Health will honor the
state's living former governors at a banquet,
Saturday night.
The event,'a -fund-raiser fer-the-busetschati!or.
may mark the first gatherink of Hiring governors;

of both parties in recent years, said director
Ashar Tullis.
He said menial health organizations in other
states have sponsored similar testimonials,"but
none of them had nine governors to honor."
At the banquet, the association will review
each governor's contributions to mental health
Care during his adminli /Fallon.
Eight of th nine honorees - A.B. "Happy"
Chandler, Lawrence Wetherby, Bert Combs, Edward Breathitt, Louie B. Nunn, Wendell Ford,
Julian Carroll and John Y. Brown Jr. - are expected to attend. Mrs Tyler Abell is scheduled to
- represent Earle C. Clements.
The $125-a-plate dinner and reception will be at
the Galt House in Louisville.
-• . FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A new National
Guard armory in Hazard will 13e built on donated
land outside of the city.
Kentucky Adjutant General Billy Wellman
said the $1.3 million armory wilt be puilt near the
junction of KentuCky 80 and the Bypass Bridge
outside of Hazard. The land was donated by a the
-Campbell family.
"
The construction contract on the 178,000
scinsirelfoot buildWAs expected to be awarded
-titis-fail--with-oeetipany--pianned fee the 43-of
1985.
About $795,000 of the cost of the building will be
provided by the federal government with the re-,
-gutkiding-6584-S100- frxmt th-e-atat
,Wellnittri said the building will have a large

Th

comm

LAB WEEK - Calloway County Judge Executive George
Weaks.left, and Murray Mayor Holmes Ellis sign a proclamation
proclaiming this week as National ,Medical Laboratory Week.
Representatives of the Laboratory of the Murray-Calloway County Hospital, shown in back, witness the signing.

Space shuttle
recovery...
(Cont'd from page 1)

NASA's Goddard Space Flight
Center in Maryland will remotely check the satellite's 'health,
and if all is well, the -astronauts
will return it to orbit on Thursday,,allowing it to resume its
study of the sun that was interrupted by the failures more than
three years ago.

reported they had sighted their
qual•ry.
"We've got a fantastic view of
Challenger then would return
Solar Max here as the sun comes
to a landing at Cape Canaveral
up," Crippen radioed.
on Friday after a week in space,
The 18-foot-tall satellite,
one day later than originally
which was twisting and tumblplanned.
ing after space-walking rescue
attempts failed Sunday, was
Another flight director, Jay
stabilized by radio command
Greene, raised the possibility
Monday and was making one
the satellite would be brought
smooth turn every 12 minutes, back to Earth for repair if
with a slight wobble.
Challenger uses too much
At that rate, astronaut Hart
maneuvering fuel, necessitating
had four to five minutes on each
a return home on Thursday. A
turn to guide the shuttle arm to.a._ different supply powers the
latch pin on the side of the
ship's large reentry engines, so
satellite and lock it on.
,the shortage has no effect on the
' After _Nelson.and van Hoften ..crew's ability to come -back to
make the repairs, engineers at Earth.

National Guard
assists search...
(Cont'd from page 1)
ander was not authorized to immediately call units outside the
state.
"Governor Collins would have
to be contacted by Tennessee's
governor and then an order sent
out from her," he said.
Carden went on to say that
there is an MP (militiary police)
unit in nearby Dyersburg.

drill hall, kitchen, rifle range, classrooms, supply rooms'and adMinistrative offices for Detach'ment 1 of the 207th Engineer Company.
The area Disaster and Emergency Services offices will also be located in the armory, Wellman
said.
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) - A new $1.5
million livestock and poultry feed plant near
here is expected to be finished by the end of the
year, company officials say.
Ground was broken Monday and construction
of the 10,000-square foot Wayne Feeds Co. facili-

Monday's -breakout-came less
than two months after five Fort
Pillow inmates overpowered
guards and led police on a
bloody, five-week chase. Since
then, at least a dozen guards at
the medium -security facility
have quit or been fired, and twd'
of the three guards on Monday's
detail have been suspended pending an investigation, Correction Department officials said.
The manhunt today was focused on a sparsely populated farming area about 50 miles north of
Memphis in western Tennessee.
Roadblocks were set up and
Highway Patrol helicopters prowled overhead.

ty is expected to begin s9on, said Dale F. Larson,
senior vice president and general manager of the
Chicago-based firm.
Commerce Secretary Carroll Knicely said the
slate 'aided the company in finding financing and
a site for the project in the Western Kentucky Industrial Park.
Larson said the operation would employ about
15 people.
Wayne Feeds, a division of Continental Grain
Co., has been serving its Hopkinsville-area
customers from plants in other states,'Larson
said.

Victim hospitalized incarcerated
A Paducah man who was shot
Heflin was reportedly shot by
while allegedly trying to steal a . Troy Vaughn, _25, 1302 B
Murrayan's automobile late last
Valleywood Drive.
month has been released from - Vaughn said he was awakened
Murray-Calloway -County
by an alarm system attached to
Hospital and lodged in Calloway
his 1919 Corvette at approxCounty Jail, ccording to Murimately 3:30 a.m. He reported
ray Police Chief Paul Jerry Lee.
he went to his door and saw soMelvin Heflin Jr., 22, Rt, 8,
meone in-his car. The individual
Paducah, is being held in lieu of _ jumped from the car and started
$5,000 cash bond on charges of
to run. Vaughn reportedly fired
third degree criminal mischief
a handgun after shouting a
and criminal attempt to commit
warning.
&eft-Lee Bay1-____
Heflin has been hospitalized
The charges stein from a
since that time and underwent
March 26 incident in which
surgery as the result of a single

gunshot wound to the pelvic
area. Lee said.
Heflin, owner of Mick's Corvettes on Sehneidman Road in
McCracken County has been
under investigation by the Kentucky State Police and was
charged in February with
several counts of obscuring
vehicle identification-numbers
on Corvettei.
No charges have been filed
against Vaughn but the case will
be pre!ented to the May grand
jur9 16 tetermine if he should be
charged.
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Kentucky News in Brief
FRANKFORT. Ky. ( AP ) -"Gov. Martha Layne
Collins. took a'backseat to Superman when she
proclaimed this Library Week in Kentucky.
A group of about 25 pre-schoolers from
FAucare in Frankfort were much more interested in Superman. played - by -Stephen S.
Sawyer,a Versa iIles artist decked out in a-super
_suit, than the governor on Monday.
.
Sawyer handed out bookmarks to the children
with the slogan "Knowledge is Real Power" and
also lifted the delighted youngsters into the air.
For her part. the governor could only read the
proclamation.
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PERSPECTIE
Congratulations to
Calloway and Murray
Congratulations to the Kentucky Speech Team
Champions, Calloway County High School, their
sixth state championship.
Also a special congratulations to the members
of the Murray High School Speech Team who
came in third and won the Hill Memorial Trophy
for sustained excellence in speech over a four
year period accumulating 543 points:
The teams, both from Western Kentucky, have
brought honor and prestige to Murray and
Calloway County. Harrison County who came in
second is located in the northern part of the
state.
The team members have worked many hours
researching, rewriting and practicing for these
tournaments. The many hours given by their
sponsors, Larry England for Calloway and Mark
Etherton for Murray, along with other teachers
and parents, could not be counted.
For a student to succeed in speech, it requires
stamina, devotion, will power, and a desire to excel in the competition.
Western Kentucky has another state championship along with the Marshall County High
School Girls Basketball Team.
Our congratulations to the teams, the coaches,
the parents, and to the schools. We are proud of
your accomplishments.

No yankee puppet .
The recent removal of Honduran armed forces
commander Gen. Gustavo Alvarez Martinez came
as a complete surprise. Though it's too early to
tell much about the internal state of affairs in that
Central American country, this much seems certain: The recent bloodless coup shows that Honduras Ls not the U.S..4puppet that many --congressmen would have their constituents believe.
To the contrary, Alavarez's departure !eft U.S.
Ambassador John D. Negroponte and his bosses
at the State Department shaking their heads in
disbelief. Sources close to the scene suggest the
general was sent packing to Costa Rica by a 'corps
of junior officers who were dissatisfied with his
authoritarian manner. Some say he was corrupt
while others claim his removal resulted from
repressive policies that had led to the abduction
of two prominent labor leaders and the temporary
jailing of 1,000 striking electrical workers.

Open account
The issue of whether merchants should charge
extra for credit card sales has been bouncing between the House and Senate since last year. We had
hoped one of the players would knock it out of the
court, but the lawmakers insist on keeping the
game alive. ,
• Recently the House passed a bill extending for.
another year the federal law that prohibits merchants from charging credit card customers more
for goods and services than they charge cash
customers. The 355-34 vote shows how eagerly
members of Congress Will respond to what looks
like a hot coilsumerAssue.
,
Actually, it is not clear whether the House bill
is a plus or a minus for the average consumer. The
federal ban on credit card surcharges imposed 10
- years ago expired on Feb. 25, an event that would
have let retail merchants make the kind of price
decisions they are accustomed to making when
_they are competing for customers.
Credit card companies like the ban; retail merchants generally oppose it. The argument turns
OR whether the costs incurred in credit card transactions should be passed on directly to the credit
card customers, or absorbed into the overhead of
the store and thus shared by cash customers as
well.
'
We would not presume to tell a merchant how
to price his goods td cover the cost of doing
business, and it is remarkable, on retrospect, that .
'
the federal government has been trying to do just
that for the last 10 years.
Passageof the House bill promises some relief
— not for the merchants but from a deadlock bete. Senators who have a
ween The _House and
thei
q1
e
islation are said to be
different view of
ready to accept the extension of controls to May
31, 1985. In the interim, the Federal Trade Commission and the General Accounting Office will be
directed to study the subject of credit cards and
prices, 1.nd recommend whether the surcharge
ban should be. extended permanently. There's_
always a cliance—the FTC and GAO will advise the
government to get OUT.
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garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

Lester Nanny shares the combat experiences
that almost cost him his life 41 years ago
(EDITOR'S NOTE: This is the first
of a two-column series.)
During World War II, many of
Calloway County's young men
served in the armed forces. Some
went as volunteers. Some were
mobilized with the National Guard
or the Reserves. Others simply
waited to be drafted.
Some didn't come home. Some
came home with wounds, the effects from which they would live
with for the rest of their lives. For
• the most, though, they came home
safely to resume ,interrupted lives.
One of the first to volunteer, and
one of the first to return severely
wounded, was Lester Nanny, Murray's retired postmaster and
former Calloway County court
clerk. In the months that followed
Lester's return, others came home
badly wounded but thankful to be
alive. Some whose names come
quickly to mind include Robert
Hendon, L.D. Flora and P.B.
McClure.
Lester has graciously and
modestly shared with me the combat experiences which almost cost
him his life 41 years ago. In this
and the next column, I want to
share them with you. In time, I
hope to do the same with as many
of the others as will let me, as I
firmly believe- that these stories
should be documented for the
record — as they happened and as
told by the men who lived them.
• • •
Lester was born on Christmas
Eve of 1913 on a-farm near Penny,
the sixth of eight children of the
late W.C. and Florence Nanny.
When he was'11 months old, the
family moved to a farm just across
.121 North where the Murray Country Club is today. Much of the
club's present-day, 18-hole golf
cOurse was part of the farm at the
time.
A brother, Louis, a,nd a sister,
Mrs. Hazel Douglas, are deceased,
but five of Lester's brothers and
sisters are still living. Ralph lives
In Wheeling, W.Va. Earl, John and

Laura Nell (Mrs. Cliff) Cochran
live in Murray, and Mrs. Florence
Meador lives east of town.
Earl and John also were in service during World War II, both serving the the U.S. Navy.
Lester was almost 28 years old
when he registered for the draft In
1940. He had graduated in 1933
from Murray High School, where
he had tried out for the football
team that became the first Tiger
team ever to beat Mayfield. Ty
Holland was the coach, andlhe late
Ted Sanford was the second team
coach.
In 1935, he joined the Citizens
Military Training program, and by
the time he registered for the draft,
he had almost four years of active
training behind him. He even
became eligible for a commission,
but never applied for one.
When they drew the military
registration numbers out of the
bowl in Washington in October of
1940, Lester's was one of the last
drawn. Chances were it would have
been a long time before they would
have gotten to calling him up.
But, he went ahead and
volunteered, anyway — in
February of 1941, some 10 months
before the Pearl Harbor attack.
At the t1m,e.40 had a city ice
route and was working for Murray
Coal & Ice. A friend, Guy Spann,
already was in the Army and was
in Fort Knox with' HeadquartersCompany of the 1st Armored Division, known throughout the Army
as "Old Ironsides."

into the army_ anyway, Lester
decided to go ahead and enlist. By
enlisting, at least he would have a
choice of where he would go and
what he would be doing. Hitch hiking te Fort Knox in February of
1941, he signed up.
Much of that summer he spent
putting recruits through close
order drill and giving driving instructions on every type of. vehicle
from a jeep to the division's light
tanks.
_'
He went with the 1st Armored as
It participated in the big 1941
maneuvers in Louisiana and the
Carolinas late that summer and
throughout the fall before returning to Knox the day before the surprise Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor on Dec. 7 of that year.
Four months later, in April of
1942, the division left for overseas,
crossing the Atlihtic on the Queen
Mary:- More than 15,000 troops
were aboard. 'After landing at
Belfast, Ireland, the division.then
went through six months of special
training and field Maneuvers in
England, Wales, Scotland and
Ireland before being equipped and
ready for combat. .
• • •
In 'October of 1942, the division
boarded landing crafts at a Scottish port_a.nd-sailed-southward into
the Atlantic. There it joined a huge
allied invasion armada made up of
ships from the United States' as
well as the United Kingdom.
After entering the Mediterranean Sea through the Straits of
Gibraltar, landings were made all
along the North African coast and
the first major engagements of the
war between U.S. and Gerrnan
forces began to take place: Lester's division went ashore
-near Oran in Morocco. It met only
mild resistance from French and
Italian forces, sprinkled among
whom were a few German officers.
These forces, however, really
didn't want to fight and soon surrendered. The French coming over
to the Allies' side.

• • •
Lester had been to Fort Knox,
had visited Guy, seen where he
worked and met his commanding
officer, a colonel. The colonel was
quite impressed with Lester's
military training and experience in
the citizens' program.
- He said he needed men like
Lester to help train the recruits
who soon would be pouring into the
division's ranks. Knowing that
sooner or later he would have to go

At the time, Lester. a sergeant,
wks commander of the three-man
crew in the light tank. Five months
of combat, mostly in hills and
desert, followed before Lester was
wounded so severely that his
military career was over.
• • •
During his first month in Africa,
however, he won the Silver Star,
the third highest decoration the Army gives, for gallantry in action
during the seesaw battle for the
now-famous Kasserine Pass. \
At the time, Lester was serving
as an artillery observer with a
three-man crew,at the front and by
radio contact directing fire from
the division's batteries five or six
miles to the rear on enemy positions. Five more of his men were
nearby in their half-track, armored
vehicle.
In the fighting, he and his crew •
found themselves cut off from the
division and well behind the German lines..
Enemy fire had made their
observation post untenable and in- defensible. Many of the American
vehicles either had been destroyed
or abondoned by their crews.
In the heat of it all, Lester reassembled his men and personally
led them and their half-track along
a hazardous route through the Germans back to the safety of the
American lines.
Three months later, the medal,
which hangs in his study at home
today, was presented to him on the
battlefield. Hanging with it in its
case is the Purple Heart medal he
received for his wounds, the Good
Conduct and Pre-Pearl Harbor
medals and a European Theater
ribbon with three major campaign
stars on it.
•
In Thursday's Galley, I'll share
with you the circumstances that
resulted in Lester being wounded,
his 26 months in hospitals, his
return to Murray and some of the
highlights of his life since that
time.

letter to.the editor •

looking back in murray's past
Ten years ago
The Hi-Y and Tri-Alpha Clubs of
' Murray High School won top
honors at the 29th Kentucky Youth
Assemply, a YMCA sponsored
mock legislative convention, held
April 4 to 6 at Louisville and
Frankfort. Jerry Crider and Mary
Ann Russell are the clubs'
sponsors.
Sid Easley was presented a plaque as "Outstanding Citizen of the
Year" by Tau Phi Lambda Sorority, Woodmen of the World. Pictured making the preeentation to
Easley is Loretta Jobs, advisor and
field representative of Woddmen!
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Dale Green,
April 7.
Stuart Poston, administrator of
34iirriTylcaIlowity County Hospital„
spoke about.-the Hospital Blood
Bank Program at a meeting of the
Murray Lions Club.
Dorothy Nanny, social worker
with Kentutky Department of
Human Resources in Calloway
County, was speaker at a meeting
of the Hazel Woman's Club.

Twenty years ago
Kay WalliS, Beverly Goode,
Marion Belote and Peggy Robertson, all.of Murray High school, are
.pictured with Lt. Gov. Harry Lee
Waterfield at, the opening day of
the Kentucky Youth Assembly at

Thirty years ago
John Don-McDougal, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Toy McDoLtgal, has been
awarded a fellowship at the
University of Wisconsin for further
study in baeteriology for the year
ending June 29, 1955.
Almo, Kirksey, Lynn Grove,
Murray Tratliing and Hazel
Chapters of the Future Farmers of
America received awards at the
Purchase Area -FFA Field Day on
April 8 at Murray State College.
"D.L. Divelbiss and Mrs. attended the 92nd anniversary of Battle of
Shiloh Sunday at Pittsburg Landing, Tenn.," from column, "Seen
" by
& Hekrd Around Murray*
James C. Williams. •

"The top notch job Jim Billington
did on widening of Poplar Street
from 11th to. 12th has born fruit in
permitting easier navigation of the
street. The job he ,did on the yards
along the way also indicates a personal interest which is refreshing,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Crawford
will be honored on their golden
The Kentucky Game and Fish
wedding anniversary on April 12 at
Commission will meet April 12 at
. the First Presbyterian Church.
Irvin .Cobb Re
a
__Kevin Lovett was honored at .a•
.-sort -in Cal
County fo -hap plads for purchas
party in celebration of his fifth birthday on April 3 by his parents, Mr: , of tf site to stablish a Waterfowl
Refuge in Western Kentucky.
and Mrs. Rudy Lovett.
Mr. and .Mrs. Robert Rowland
Mrs. A. G. Wilson:,presented a
and children, Mike,• Susan and
lesson on "Foundation Planting"
at a meeting of the Town and Coun- ' Steve, of Memphis. Tenn., have
try Homemakers Club at the _ been the guests of Mrs. Rowland's•
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Wade.
Calloway Public Library.

To The Editor:
On Sunday morning, March 18, I
awoke to find my dog had escaped
her leash.-As I- started-to-the-door- to- '--"investigate I heard a shot fired.
Upon opening the door I found my
dog had been shot by a policeman. The dog was lying about 20 ft.'from
my driveway. When the police captain arrived about—ten minutes
later, a veterinarian was called
and we would have done
everything possible to have saved
the dog, but realized its condition
was 'too severe. • The dog began
hemorrhaging and had to be 'shot
again.
• A neighbor had reported 'our dog
to be unleased.
The police report said the complaint was that the dog had attacked theneighbor's girl. Upon talking
with our neighbor, it was learned
that the complaint was that our dog
had previously chased after her
child -and dog. Our neighbor stated
that she. only asked that we be informed ofpie situation.
The captain's response to the
situation was that the policeman
Involved was frightened because
he had ..been bitten previously by
another dog. The captain did admit
the policeman may have been hasty in his actions.
Our dog has never bitten of attacked anyone.
With no warning our dog was inhumanely killed. We certainly
regret the loss of our dog and hope
this doesn't happen to anyone else.
Sincerely,
• Jerlyine Dick
826 South 1st. Street
Mayfield, Kentucky
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DATEBOOK
Tennis plat- Thtirschtv.

La Leae group will ineet

Group B of .Ladies Tennis of Murray Country
Club will play Thursday. April 12, at Kenlake
Tennis Center. The group will meet at 8:30 a.m.
at the entrance to Murray-Calloway County Park
to go to Kenlake.
The lineup is as follows: Court One — Alice
Rouse, Martha Andrus, Annette Alexander and
Kathy Kopperud: Court Two — Dianne Buckingham, Leisa Faughn, Vicki Jones and Kay
Ray.

The . Murray-Calloway County La Leche
League will meet Thuriday;apri1/2, at 512South
113th St.. Murray. The social will begin at 7 p.m.
followed by the discussion at 7:20 p.m. The topic
will be "The Baby Arrives; The Family and the
Breastfed Baby." Meetings are free and open to
any interested woman. Babies also are welcome:
For further information call 753-8771.
C:f{hi

•

wedding planned

ilk' event platlik'd

Fr. Richard Danhauer. pastor of St. John The
Evangelist Church in Lone Oak, will be
Celebrant it the 7 p.m. mass and will speak on
the topic.of "Holy,..Orders" on liVedneqday April
11, at St. Leo's Catholic Church. Fr-. Danhatter
will be.available for individual confessions at:30 p.m. and again after the Mass. •
TI/Onip,S0/1 pf(711/Ott'd

If it's hard to find time
to plan your retirement,
see us on a Saturday .
for all the time you need.
Were open on Saturdays to help people Just like you who
can't seem to find time for personal financial planning. Drop
in anytime between.8:30 a m.ahd noon for some important
rnfrirrnanon to help plan your retirement

William D. Thompson. son of William F. and
Genny Thonipson. 1520 Kirkwood Dr.. has been
appOinted a sergeant in the U.S. Air Force. The
new non-commissioned _office. completed training in management,. in leadership, human
tions and NCO responsibilities, before being
awarded this status of sergeiht.
Thompson is a medical laboratory specialist_"_
with the 6580th Medical Services Squadron at
Lackland Air Force Base. Texa. He is a 1978
graduate of Murray High School. His wife, Connie, is the daughter of James and Sharon Shultz,
96.1 Hopkins Short Rd.. Murray.

•With what amount can I start my IRA?
— *What is the benefit to me of tax-deferred
compounding of my savings?
• When should Istart making my contributions?.
For more ;nformation, contac

R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401

Itniti tint- ‘Vtrall.
offohn Idward Cathc.I.

99' Special For
Randy Saladin
You
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Tuesday, April TO
Quilt Lovers will meet
at 6 p.m. at Calloway
Public Library.
_
Northside Baptist
Church •Women will
meet at .7 p.m. at hogie
of Kathy Mohler.
•
• Murray Liofis 'Club
will Meet at 6;30 p.m. at
the Murray Woman's'
Club House. _

Wednesday, April 1I Homemakers Clubs
will meet as follows:
New Concord at 11 a.m.
at. Sirloin Stockade;
South Pleasant Grove
with
Huth:- Star Chapter phreys at 1:30 p.m.;
Murray
No. 433 Order of the Pottertown at 10 a.m. at
Eastern Star will meet Colonial House
at 7:30 pin at lodge.'Smorgasbord; Harrts
Grove at 10 a.m. at Ellis
----Center.
Hattie Lee Galloway
WMU Group of Westside
Murray-Calloway
• Murray TOPS itake Baptist Cliurch will County Ministerial
off pounds sensibly, - meet at 7 p.m. at Association will-meet at
1:30 p.m. in Private dinClub will meet at 7 p.m. church.
ing room .of. Murrayat Health CPriter.
I
YOung Baptist Women Calloway County
w•
Murray Branch- of of Westside Baptist Hospital. .
AALTW will meet at 7 Church will meet at 7
-----p_m_ at, tanie- of Sally p.m. in borne. Qt__Teyesi_
Hazel and Jantaglas
Willianis.
DuFord.
Centers will be open

BREAK
MATINEES
DAILY

SPRING

,THRU SUN., APR. 15
i• 30, 3:1_11,19VAS.

Fhi
Os ersized
Cotton Shirt
Shirt from
strife with onebutton mandarin
neck. Lilac or .
natural. Sizes S. NI. L.
Hem. A:22.1N1
sale ;15.99

Tuesday.

CINE 1 & 2

Board of MurrayCalloway County Community Theatre will
met---at 7 p.m. ir
Playhouse in the Park.

Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
G. Warren of Kirksey
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their
daughter, Paula Faye,
to John Edward Cathey,
ison of Mr. and Mrs.
John B. Cathey of
Murray.
Miss Warren is the
granddaughter of Huie
Warren and the late
Velda Warren of Murray and of James and
Faylene Sample of
Gilbertsville.. The bride-elect will be
a 1984 graduate of
Calloway County High
School. Future plans include a. four-year study
at Murray State
University.
Mr. Cathey is the
grandson of the late
James Cathey and Edna
Cathey of Dover, Tenn„
and of the late Ed Cook
and Maude Cook of
Murray.
The groom-elect is a
1982 graduate of
Calloway County kligh
School. He currently is
employed at Coast to
Coast Hardware.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, June 16, at 1 p.m. at
the Flint Baptist
Church, Almo. .
A reception will follow
in the fellowship hall of
the church.
Friends_ and relatives
are invited'through this
media to attend the wedding and the reception.
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Wednesday, April II
Jewell Guthrie, both at
7:30 p.m.
,
WMU Council of First
Baptist Church 'Will
, meet at' 4:45 p.m. at
'church.

(:(

1
Wo
Cen

Ladies day luncheon
will be served at noon at
Murray Country Club.

A
Ant
Ana
me
Firt
Ben
call
753.
753-

Mission groups of
Westside Baptist
Church will meet at 7
p.m.
----Bridge with Gloria
McLaughlin, 753-5338,
will be played at _9:30
a.m. at Oaks Country
_
Club.

AI(

from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities of senior
Thursday, April 12
Murray-Calloway
citizens. Free blood
pressure checks will be County La Leche
given at Hazel:
League will meet at 7
p.m. at 512 South 13th St.
Murray Bass Club is For information call
Valerie. Martin will
present a free student scheduled to meet at 753-8771.
-clarinet recital at 8 p.m_ 7:30 p.m. at Sirloin
Dexter Homemakers
in Farrell Recital Hall, Stockade..
Club will meet at 9:30
Fine Arts Center, Mx.irCircles of First United a.m. at Dfxter Cener.
ray,Stari. University.
Methodist Church
Fraternal Order of Women will - meet as I • Events in Land- BetPolice, Lodge 23. will 'follows:' Wesleyan with ween the Lakes will inmeet At 8 p.m. at Mur- Katherine Glover at 7 clude Morel Hunt from
p.m.: Ruth Wilson at 9:30 to 11:30 a.m. p.t
ray City Hall.
church and Hannah with
(Cont'd on page 5)
Alco- h.olics
Anonymous will meet at
8 p.m. in western portion of Livestock and
Exposition Center. --
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su4wnder skirt
Irons Clyde in
cotton madras.
Assorted,plaids.
Sizes 3-13
Reg. 425.00
Sale $18.99

KIN WAHL
Chtf RN1 [AM

central center 753-3314

CHERI 3
The Music Is
On His Side.

1:10, 3:30
: 7:05, 0:00

DIET CENTER.
"1 lost 25 pounds
in 7 weeks, and

I've never felt
better."
"Thrs is the last
diet program I
have been on
that helped
me to lose
weight, keep
it off and
lose inches
where.'
wanted to.
I received chelv counseling
from someone who had lost
weiet and knew my frintranuns Diet Center has
helped me
a
whole new d
v.r:ilde
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Join the miMons of
others who are ex- .
periencing a whole
new way of life,
thanks to DietCenter.
• Darn- penoriat Tut
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When-choosing your
china, you'll'find that
the -shapes of diffelient patterns vary
tremendously bihner plates come with
or Without rims,- flat
or wiTh gently ,j,ciping
StdeS.1-__S.Wified:.frorn
the center and on the
border, br fluted on
the border only: Coffee cups,,have
ferent shaped bowls
and handles and may
or may not be
footed. Here at Tufches we suggest you
study each- shape
carefully . before
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-detiditig .01) •whith_
featuresA're the most
pleasing tb you. And
very- importantly,
we'll-help you enjoy
making your "final
• deeision
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LITE YEARS AHEAD"Hwy. 641 N. Th• Vellese•
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VolLinteers display quilt at library
The• Libra:y
Volunteers at ?he
Calloway Public
Library have comppted

their handmadequilt. It - strawberry,quilt which heirloom.
is 710•V on display at the is being raffled by the
Each square bears the
library.
volunteers is a good ex- .handwork-signature of
The appliqued ‘artiple - of a handmade its maker - a signature
as different in each
block as their written
nalrkea-W0u1CLkie.
There are the minute
differences in length of
stitch which go with the
quilter'S hand and eye.
This quilt would make a
"The Ozarks" brings a picture
beautifill wall-hanging
as well as a coverlet for • to your mind that is very special
- cool trout' streams, country
-a bed, a library
and .w4stern music, crafts and
spokesman said.
strong ':out-doorsey" people.
- The quilt was the
We were over in Branson, Mo.,
fund-raising idea of
recently for the.nperitsg of the
Gladys- .1.arrett, • a
new newspaper plant, The Tr volunteer'. Staff
Lakes Newspapers, and also enmember Carolyn
joyed their warm brand of
Adams designed the
Ozark hospitality.
pattern:.Elsie Parker,
After the formal opening, the
board member,
men took oftfor Bull Shoals afid
line_alUred and divided
Lake Taneycomo for some
everything into kits.'
fishing,and all the women went
•,Me-rinbers of the
'Creative Arts Depart- sightseeing.
One of our stops was The
ment of the Murray
'Woman's Club 'and' -School- of -the Ozarks in Point
Lookout, Mo. Besides Berea ColWomen of the First
lege in Kentucky, the School-of
United Methodist
the Ozarks is the only other colChurch appliqued and
lege that I know where all of the
embroidered the
students work in the college
squares.
weaving shops, the farm, the
Lou Ann Philpot and
craft
shop and the restaurants to
her
quilting
club
STRAWBERRY -QUILT
The Strawberry appliqued
made by Volunteers is on display at -Calloway Public Library and will be --Members finished tireOn the campus is a muse-urn
squares and lap quilted
given away on May -Shownworking on the quilt, in bottom photo, are,from
known as "The Smithsonian of
all of them. Mrs. Philpot
left, Jean Moore, Elsie Parker, Frances Brown and Lou Ann Philpot. •
the Ozarks" ("I wouldn't go so
then joined it together.
A number o -f faras to say that" which is an
_ volunteers and other
library supkorters
-worked in va.rious
segments of the work
__`"Ishis- is, truly
community effort and right_IAP-3- If reflects the spirit of Midge
Richardson has
neighborliness so
been involved with the
prevalent in Calloway
development of young
County,"- a library
adults throughout her
spokesman said.
professional life„ though
Funds raised will be in different
jobs.
spent on quilting books
For 18 years-she was a
and the old photograph
member of the Sisters of
project-411e draw-Ing-far
c inm cu a e ear
the • quilt will be on in
Los Angeles, where
Saturday, May 5. at. 2 she
was a teacher.
p.m.
Leaving the order in
This will be the final 1966,
she served as
event scheduled for this assistant
dean 'of New
year's Spring Pot York
University's
_Bnorrt of_Arts held at
School of the ArtSIn 1966, the Calloway Public
and 1967.
Library.
Today, as editor of
Seventeen magazine,
•
she is-responsible for all.
C01111111.111iti'
from page 4)
aspects of the monthly
_
'publication for teen-age
Thursday, April 12
April 12
Thursday, April 12
Thursday, April 12
girls that celebrates its
Woodlands Nature will-meet at 7 p.m. in First Christian Church.
Mothers Day Out will 40th-.- anniversary- this
third
floor classroom,
Center.
be at 9 a.m. at church.
year..
Educational Building„
Murray Chapter No. •
First United -Methodist 92 Royal Arch Masons is
Alcoholi't s Church.
N4I --•ss.'900111
scheduled to meet at
Anonymous and Al011
,
7:30p.m. at lodge hall.
Anon will have closed
Opera, "The Pirates
meetings at 8 p.m. at of Penzance," -will be
Senior citizens • acFirst Christian Church, presented at 8 p.m. in tivities
will be from 10
Benton. For information Lovett Auditorium,
a.m: to 2 p.m. at Hazel
call, 753-0061, 762-3399, Murray State
Bel Air Cei'ter
and Douglas Centers
.75377764. 753-5094 or University.
and from 10 a.m. to 3
753-7663.
We are pleased' to
p.m. at Ellis Center.
---Front Porch Swing
amodnce that CillaY
. The Single Connection win meet at- 7 p.m. at
Scott, bride-elect of
Helping Hands is
scheduled
fet•mtrettristrtetietrtto meet with
her ,•••
hits made
Beverly DeVries at 10
tflections from our
a.m.
•
llridal Rggisfry for
----decorative
ac Mothers, Day Out will
cessories. eind.r.and
IP
Census -at MurrayRonny will be mar-.
Robert - R. Farmer, be at Good Shepherd
ried June 2.
Calloway County 106 South 14th St.; Mrs. United Methodist
Hospital for Thursday, Polly•A. McGinnis. Rt. Church at 9 a.m.
•
April .5, Was 85 adults • 2; Bobby G. So.dler,slit.
and eight in rtursery.
1, Farmington;
Newborn admissions
Joseph E. McClure,
were as follows:
305 Sandra St., Paris.
..
:.."---.. •..
-ais --44.‘t'
Baby Girl Pratt. Tenn.; Mrs. Linda F.
-- 4P,
, ar•1
!
11411111611,
*. --1.4blietor;)fttri- __.14-eic-••6--mother. Andrea. Rt. 1;
Prescott, 1627 Loch LoBaby Girl Steele. mond; -Mrs. Henryetta
vra%-41.74414141.-1A4-.-i-Ift,r---;::
. parents, Patsy arid Mit: J. Calnp, Murray Manor
:ilift
I kot,1
chell, Rt. 2, Calvert Apt. D5;
•t,
City.
el•lk40i
Rufus C. Joyner, Jr.,
.-4y
Dismissals were as 20.1 Barbara - St., Sotith
V/
1 eie*
"
follows:
' Fulton. Tenn.; Mks. Joy
- Terry F. Bradshaw, L. Vaughn, Rt. 1, Sym'rower Motel, Paris, sonia; Harry E. York, imsvel i
Tenn.;_ Mrs. Margaret 302 Wynn at., Paris,: F;FIrt
H. Grogan, Rt. 1. Har- Tenn.;
Free Coffee & Donuts
e.l.
PA
din; Miss Kelly A. Hale.
14,k
James R. Reid, Rt. 1.
A
Rt. 1, Dexter;
W.',.
,...4
Dexter; Mrs. Hattie B.
Mrs. Donna F. Scott, Etheridge, .Rt. 1.
if
6:30 A.M
o,
95 RivTera Trailer Ct.; Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs.
to
Storewide
Mrs. Sandra L. Harper Marian D. Coulton,
off
2103
7:30 A.M
and baby boy. Rt. 6; EdinborOugh;
Robert H. Hopkins. Jr.,
7:30 A
Mrs. Allene M.'Claxto
1500 CardinalDr.;
off Storewide
ton, Hamlin; Mrs. Dora
8:30 A.I1/1
Billy R. Armstrong. K. Dover, Rt. 1. Hardin;
Rt. 2: Sam R. Arm- Mrs. Zula L. Parker,901
8:30 A.M
bruster, Rt 3, Clinton; Poplar St; Mrs. Martha
to •
10% off Storewide
Miss _Felesia J. Mon- Marie Marvin. Con:00 PriVI
tgomery, 1639 Miller valescent Division,
1.00 P.M
,MCCH.
to
NO
off Storewide
5:00 P.M
HERE

Rainey
21ty
ppc1 se )1

. educational, scientific and
historical institution. The
museum is devoted to the broad
spectrum of the history of settlers in the Ozark region.
No visit to the'Branson/Lakes
-Area is complete withouta visit
to The Shepherd of the Hills Hatchery and Visitors Center.
The play, written by Harold
Bell Wright, was taken from the
famous novel by the same name,
The Shepherd of the Hills. The
theatre has about 250;000
visitors each spring, summer
and fall.
Our host, Bob Smith,
publisher' of The Tri-Lakes
newspapers, appears each
season in the play. He has
played' the part of the sheriff
from the novel and many other
full time residents have parts in
the drama.
The new Antique Car
ItfuSeum, privately owned, but
open to the public. traces
America's romance with, the
automobile. About 100 of the
-automakers art may be seen in

the museum.
This fishing paradise also has
about 20 music shows: country,
bluegrass and gospel areas,
featuring such groups as The
Plummer Family, The Foggy
River- Boys and The Presleys.
All of these are open now until
late fall.
Telling you about. this areh
makes me feel like a member of
their Chamber of Commerce,
but all joking aside, it -is eoffiplete vacation area.
•

•

•

The women of First
Presbyterian Church are planning a Pre-Easter Bake Sale for
Wednesda-y-7----24-pril-- 1-8-7
Fellowship Hall will be open for
business at 8 a.m. Janet Kirk,
chairman, announces that a tea
room will serve light%reakfast
with coffee, sweets and quiches.
, Brenda Marquardt was saying
thilt the -Pfesbyterian Wcimen
are always looking for ways to
do nice things for the church, in
the way of renovation. Mark the
date on your calendar.
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Murray, Ky.
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RICK RACK

SEAM BINDINGS
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PRESSING HAMS
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HOOKS 8, EYES

ZIPPERS

Special Demonstration - Stitch 'n' Stuff Baskets
With Wandy McMurtry from Madison, Tenn.
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KNIT CUFFS

SNAPS

PINKING SHEARS
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PAWS continuously seeking new members
PAWS is the youth
organization of the
Humane Society of
Calloway County.
Anyone of school age in
Murray or Callo*ay
County is welcome to
join and to participate in
our activities. In
general, PAWS works
with the Society to further its goals as set out
in the By-Laws: "the
prevention of cruelty of
animals, the relief of
suffering among
animals, and the extension of humane
education."
More specifically,
PAWS members meet
on a irregular basis
(usually once a month,
after, school, at the
Public Library). At our
meetings we plan activities, talk about
animals, share ideas
about pets and pet care,
and sometimes
members • bring their
pets as "guests"! PAWS

Members of PAWS (Pets are Wonderful Socie:
ty), the Humane Society's organization, have
formed plans to_prorrude responsible pet ownership during the month of April which is national
•
-Pets are Wonderful Month.
PAWS will visit the Long Term Care Center at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Fern Terrace Lodge. and West View Nursing Home. They
will take puppies with them, and will share
animal stories with those they visit. Pictured are
(front row.) %'air Booth holding --Sancho," and
Angie knight and (ba('k row) Daniel Cohen (I.)
and Leslie Blaustein..

•

1•1
OM

at
The
'wILvs

does not charge dues,
but PAWS members
may join the Humane
Society for a cost of $2.
This membership entitles the person to vote
at \Humane Society meetings (fourth Tuesday of each month. 6:30
p.m. at the Public
Library — no meetings
in July or December,
however).
Activities of the
PAWS group last year
Included the following:
1. In summer we
yisted the Long Term
Care Center and the
Child Care Center of the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. On weekly
basis, we met at the
Animal Shelter and
from there went to the
hospital, taking puppies
and kittens with us for
the patient/resident.s of
the hospital to see and
for the children tifisy
with. When we vi
the
elderly, we talk with

them about animals,
pets they once had, or.
anything elsethey want
to giscuss. They always
seem to enjoy our visits
and look forward to seeing the -animals and the
kids: At the Child Care
Center, we show the
children how to handle
animals and give them a
little introduction to
kindness and care.
2. In October PAWS
held its first annual Pet
Fair. On a terribly cool
and rainy day, we still
managed to raise over,
$400 for the Humane
Society • by holding pet
contests (Pet-OwnerLook-Alike, Garfield
Look-Alike ect.), and we
had games and prizes
and concessions. PAWS
members designed -and
ran their own game
booths and were responsible for helping each.
other if necessary.
3. In December PAWS
went Christmas carol-

mg at the hospital and
took gifts of fruit and
balloons to the elderly
and to .the children at
the Child Care Center.
In April (Pets are
Wonderful -Month ),• we
will be visiting Fern
Terrace, Westview and
the Long Term Center
with puppies and cheer.
We'll also be making
posters to put up in
schools and businesses
to advertise Be Kind to
Animals Week (May
6-12). On May 12th from
8-noon, we'll be sponsoring a walk-a-thon to
raise money to operate
the Animal Shelter
throughout the summer,
(The Humane Society
operates the shelter
under a contract with
the County. We must
raise all 'food, medical
and cleaning supply
costs in addition to paying weekend workers
and incidental expenses. This amount to

moviesbig

fent forteater

While PAWS
members do a lot to help
the Humane Society, the
youth organization really exists to give kids
who love animals a
chance to get together
with other kids who
share their interest —
no matter what school
they are from or how old
they are. With increased
membership (presetly
we have about 18
members, ages 8-16) we
hope to be able to do
many more animalorientecl activities. This
summer, for instance,
we will sponsor a "Peta-cat" day each week at
the Animal Shelter. This
won't be limited to cats,

of‘eourse, but will give
ki s an opportunity
(uiier adult supervisio ) to learn more
aboilt animals and their
caret We'll take puppies
out ibr a romp, bathe
them and groom them to
get ihem ready for
adoption; we'll pet the
kittens and gentle eats,
and do what we can to
help the shelter
manager with minor,
but necessary, tasks
such as y.fa.tering the
plants and making new
posters.--•-Our next PAWS
meeting will be held on
Thursday, May 10 from
3:30-4:15 at the Public
Library. If you would
like to join us, please
come to the meeting. If
that time is inconvenient for you, please call
436-2603 for information.
(Our adult advisor is
Kathy Cohen; our youth
coordinator is Leslie
Adams.)

•

A

"viee at rr"(19 Meat"

an expense to the Society of $10,000-$13,000
yeorly. All our monies
are raised 'from
memberships and donations — nothing comes
from taxes or special
grants.)

`ficauemy'shows aestnetics of kwazy kops
ed the female drill in- than mine.) I said all Academy")and another
structor
%kith
the comedies should be fun- actor!s.isn't. If it Were so
pneumatic body. We ogl- ny and all tragedies easy to analyze, all corned the naked girls in the should be sad. That - edians would be funny.
shower.
wasn't_ a_ smart alecky The taste of the pudding,
Someone once asked answer. 10K, it was a lit- that's the thing.
me what standards I use tle smart alecky. 1 It's
Oh, there's some obwhen I review a movie. beyond me why one ac(His question may have tor's reaction to being vious stuff. You can't
been merely rhetorical; coerced into dancing
he may only have been with a leather-bedecked
trying to tell me that his ,homosexual is funny (a
standards were higher situation from "Police

repeat the same joke too
often. One pratfall might
be funny. A hundred
straight pratfalls are
tedious. (But even here,
the thing Is hard to determine. Some comdeians
don't ask me why —
can get away with a cer-

If art can be judged by laughed.its effect, if the proof is in
As usual, this year's
the- ptidding;--'- --then nominees for best pie'Police Academy': was a- ture don't cdntain a cornh trge7-sti cress. Friday. edy- Is eonletly. _by its
night at the ("kite very nature, a lesser
Theater. We lau
dand--:-genre then otherfenres?'
• laughed:-And- ed.
Is slapstick a lesser thing
We laughed At the than a comedy of manmean instructor who was ners? Is laughter a baser
thrown into the horse's human emotion than
rear: end. face first. We pity.?
The Kentucky headquartered at the
laughed at the blackguy
seriousness,
High
Legislature last week Kentucky Fair and Ex• who made funny noises that's the real stuff.. At
approved a budget that position Center for
with 'his incrkjth: -We _ least that's what we say
returns the Council on about 10 years, is a malaukffed at the diseorn. for public consumption.
Agriculture to the Ken- jor livestock breed im•
fiture of the Comrnan- Then' we go see "Star
tucky Department of provement show and
Frances Drake
.da.nt. of the Academy Wars-. and "Police
Agriculture, along with sale that has grown in
FOR WEDNESDAY, APRIL 11,1984
when he was serviced by Academy." "Cry Wolf,"
a biennial budget of stature and prominence
a prostitute whct is hid- that serious study of man
Wbat kind of day will tumor- VIRGO
$312,000. The decision is as a function of the KenTo find out what the (Aug.23toSept.22) 11P%.
- den in the lectern at versus •nature; had to
Watch your tongue before the result of legislative tucky Department of
which he's standing. We slink out of _town last stars say, read the forecast
noon.
given
Romance looks prbmis- free conference -emn- Agriculture.
for
your
birth
sign.
even laughed at the fat Thursday night after a
ing,
though some • spend mittee negotiations that
• guy who fell into the single week, disgraced. _ARIES
tonight enjoying music and dealt with the ad"I am gratified that
(Mar.
21
to
Apr.
19)
mud.
by poor attendance. We
private pastimes.
ministrative
responthe
- General Assembly
You'll enjoy hobbies, but
-Police Academy" just love to read' goodLIBRA
sibility for the Council.
has seen fit to deliver
• good art"
watch
arguments
with
dates
I suspect so. books, but we watch T.V:
(Sept.23to(kt.22)
Simultaneously, the t-he Co un c i- 1-,o.n
People_ eombined_ their everinight. Were allgo- or children. Evening hours brA partner introduces you to North American
ing - a flurry of new career new
Inter- Agriculture to the
friends. Downplay a
talents and created a ing to, the hell foP ideas.
national
Livestock
Ex- Department and' thus
tendency to argue about
comedy They tried to
hypocrites.
TAURUS
position will move from eliminate- what I and
money.
Opt
for
peace
and
get as to ' laugh We
ti43
And we ogred. We °W.- (Apr.20 to May 20)
the Department to the members of_ the _ Apquietafter dark.
Save time to organize your
-Kentucky Fair Board. propriations, and
thoughts early in the day.Ten- SCORPIO
sion with a loved one can be (Oct.23to Nov.21) Meet' The North American, Revenue committees of
Don't overplay your hand in
alleviated with a night on the
career matters. Let things
town.
take their course. A bond of
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20) 11•
9
1
. friendship grows stronger.
19
•
If you don't get as much ac- You shine in a group.
444111*
N;t
k complished as you'd like, take SAGITTARIUS-'
work home with you from the (Nov.22toDec.21)
You can take advantage of a
SPECIAL
office. Invitations come from
,
turn of events careerwise.4
friends.
Large Hamburger
Resist the temptation to pay
CANCER
(June21to"July
61
0 someone back,if provoked.
French Fries &
Money that comes in could CAPRICORN
Med. Soft Drink
be easily spent. Creative work (Dec..22toJan.19)
Investigate options regarand collaborations are
By Abigail Van Buren.
favored. You and a loved one ding financing, but don't seek
Special Good April 6-12
rut on thesame wave length. ' loans from friends..Enjoy a
movie or other entertainment
LED
Convenient Drive Through Window
tonight.
(July 23to Aug.22)
You'll revise some domestic AQUARIUS
plans, though arguments with (Jan.20to Feb.18)
Rapport exists with a mate,
a hunily member are possible.
Higher-minded
pursuits but competition is keen in
Chestnut St.
753-0045
business. It's time to recoup.
DEAR ABBY: I've had a clipping of your column pasted _
should be accented.
A change of plans may be in the front of our job application book for 12 years.
Since we hire so many teen-agers, I hope some of them
necessary.
read it while filling out their applications. By the looks of
_PISCEX
(Feb.19toMar.20) Xe
' it, I think they have. It's so dog-eared and yellowed no-'
Though business picks up,' body can make out the last half of it. Could you please
you may resent someone's ad- print it again? We need a new one. Thank you.
THE GOLDEN EGG OMELET HOUSE,
vice. Plan to spend time with
IcTOVA:T0,-CALIF.
friends and loved ones this
evening.
DEAR GOLDEN'EGG: The clipping* looks as
YOU BORN TODAY have
it's been-fried, poached sthd scrambled.
much inventive ability and though
Here's a clean copy for you:
thrive on large enterprises.
Despite your temperamental
DEAR ABBY: I am enclosing a newspaper clipping that
nature, you do well in posi- appeared in a section of the paper that very few teen-agers
tions of authority. You work read.
best when inspired arid are
I think it should be in your column—or maybe in the
usually found in artistic fields:
. comics, where teen-agers would be sure to see it.
Order Your Baked
Gibson Whole
Your work is likely to be
If you agree with me, please print it. Thank you.
ahead of its time. You're also.
MRS. E.B. CLINGNER, COVINGTON, KY,
attracted to the professions
and may choose law, medicine
DEAR MRS. C.: The piece appeared in the Cinor diplomacy for a career. A cinnati Enquirer, in William Raspberry's column. It
need for security, though, can was written by Karen Reit, who teaches English to
keep you from taking a chance students at Center Junior High School in Strongyule, Ohio.
on your creativity.

Lain comic bit -over and
over and others can't.

ed hard. We laughed for
all the reasons people
A movie review isn't a laugh. It's not easy to get
scientific thing. Like you. people to laugh. It takes
I watch a movie and then art. A good cook. Good
try to figure out why I taatingliedding,
Academy," tasted pretty
liked it or disliked it.
good.'
We laughed. We laughRating: R. Grade: B,
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both houses agreed was
a substantial duplication of service and tax
dollar expenditure,"
Commissioner Boswell
said.

Meanwhite, says
Commissioner Boswell,
the North American Exposition ((should have
been re-assigned to the
Fair Board because of
"Dual funding of the
its physical location and
marketing activities
its logistical need to be
and responsibilities of
related and connected to
this Department should
Fair Board activities.
never have been initiated," he continued, "I'm -happy that the
'but it has been North 'American has
especially difficult to prospered as it has
support as we searched within the Department
for ways in which to of Agriculture and is
economize and get more funding a suitable new
mileage from the tax- administrative home."
dollar in the budget - The Fair Board is now a
we've been trying to part of the Kentucky
draft these past several— Tourism-Cabinet.

•

sfi. Rak composed a letter (ostensibly from an
employer) designed to let her youthful job seekers
see themselves as they are seen. With so many
young people looking for jobs now, I think this
piece deserves all the exposure it can get.
"DEAR KID: Today you came to me for a job.
From the look of your shoulders as you walked out,
I suspect leibeve been turned down before, and
maybe you believe by now,that kids your age can't
find jobs.
"Bur I hired a teen-ager today.'You saw him.
What was so special about him? Not experience;
neither of you had any. Attitude, son. A-T-T-I-T-UD-E. He did his best to impress me. That is where
he edged you out.
"He wasn't dressed like Easter Sunday, but then
that wasn't necessary. His clothes were clean, and
he had gotten a haircut. He filled out the application form neatly and completely. He did not ask to
borrow a pen. He carried his Social Security card,
had basic identification and did not ask,'What's a
reference?'
"He didn't have two friends waiting for him by
the pop machine. He didn't start to chew gum or
smoke while being interviewed. He didn't keep
looking at his watch, giving me the impression that
he had something more important to do.
'He took the time to find out how we 'operate'
here, and what his aay-to-day tasks woulfl be. I
think he'll keep his eyes open and work for me like
he'd work for himself.
"He was willing to start at that point- where I
could afford to pay. Someday, perhaps, he'll get to
the point where he'll have more authority over
others and a better paycheck.
"You know, kid, men have always had to get a jet)
like you get a girl: case the situation, wear a clean
shirt, and try to appear reasonably willing.
"Maybe jobs aren't as plentiful right now, but
there are jobs. You may not believe it, but all
around you employers are looking for young men
and women smart enough to go after a job in the
old-fashioned way.
"If you have even the vaguest idea of what I'm
trying to say, let it show the next time you ask for•
job. You will be head and shoulders above the rest.
"For both our sakes, get eager, will you?
THE ROSS"

We've
Moved!

Our New Location
At Whitnell & Glendale
Behind Big Johns.

Choice Sides of Beef $
225 To 300 Lb.

Cot, Wrapped & Frozen

1 59

lb
'
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1 39

MLitt'
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Food Stamps
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.

1110110-753-1.01
107 N. 3rd St.
"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray-
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Double Color Prints
110, 126, Disc & 35 mm
With This Coupon

1 00
.-/
Prescription Refills, New
or Transferred.
With This Coupon

310 Main
Downtown
753-4000

Your Homeowners
Your Auto Ins.
Your Life Ina.
Complete Commercial Service
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS Tying mortgages to money market forces

borrowers to pay more attention to rates
'By tying a mortgage's. carried no limit
Thomas Harter of the they're paying that,
on the, the borrower's income.
or
cost to money-market
borrower's exposure if
But that is a Mortgage Bankers moN, anyway.
lam
rates, lenders shift
rate's went higher, and dangerous assumption, Association. •
"I am not discounting
some of the risk of
because rates in 1982 says Mictrael
He says there could be the possibility that we'll
changing rates to the
fell, again making fixed- Sumichrast, chief "an increase in deli- see
higher interest rates
borrower. The
rate mortgages more economist of the Na- quencies during that ad- in
the future," says Ray
homeowner in exchange
popular.
tional Association of justment period," but Dillon, executi
ve vice
gets an interest rate
When rates went back Home Builders. -adds that if lenders keep president of the Kislak
lower than what the
up in 1983, however,
"Lenders should be borrowers informed of Organization, a
morbank would need if the
lenders again began is- taking the worst upcoming payment tgage
firm in Miami..
rate were constant for
suing ARMs. This time, scenario" in granting changes, "you won't
Meanwhile, some
sai
4
30 years.
many more agreed to ARMs,he said."What is e v .e n see t he mortgag
e insurers are
But ARMs also are
.
414
.41
limit the borrower's ex- the maximum the bor- deliquencies."
trying to keep discipline,.
forcing
borrowe
rs to
posure by placing caps rower can carry, not
Provided market in the aggressive
pay more attention to on the rate
what it is at the present rates are little changed,. marketing of
changas.
ARMs to
the money markets in
If Ms. Lee refinances, time."
the effect of ARMs avoid, severe payment
shopping for the best
her monthly payment. However, some in- might not be significant- shock
, in t r.e a se d
MEE—
deal, and to understand
would drop to $850 frorii dustry officials say such ly realized for another defaults
and higher in
more fully how those
BEDROOM BEDROOM
$1,350. The refinancing qualifications would three or four years, surance
claims.
markets
might
affect
will cost her nearly push many people out of when the mortgage
10/3x 9/6
Mortgage Guaranty
9/6 X 13/6
their monthly house
$3,000 in fees, but she the housing market.
rates are finally raised Insurance Corp., for exLN
payments.
figures that will be
Because many ARMs to market levels,
ample, will nd longer in.
And, as rates recently
made up by her lower have caps limiting the
But if market rates sure ARMs that require
have steadily edged
monthly payment .after borrower from sharp rise further in the mean- no
downpayment, do not
higher, questions are
about six months.
swings in payments, time, the impact could limit annual
increases
being raised as to how
Some ARMs limit a "I'd be surprised if you be serious as some to
either one percentage
well some homebwners single change
in the see a significant in- homeowners - who point in the interest
rate
will adjust to Making dollar amount
of a mon- crease in foreclosures" could not afford a 13.5 or to7.5 percent in monhigher payments - thly paymen
t to 7% per- because homeowners percent fixed-rate mor- thly payments,
or that
especially since there
cent. But if rates are ris- could not afford -the tgage when they took can
result in severe
are fears -lenders ing rapidly,
that in- higher ,.rates, says out an ARM - find negative amortization
CARPORT
granted some mor- crease would
not cover
tgages only on the bor- the mortgage's
higher
PORCH
rower's ability to pay cost.
• DINING
LIVING
the low initial rate of11x11
/
4
The result• could be
iixi5
HA1254rR
By ANDY LANG
some way J can tell
fered as an inducement. "negative amortiz
If not, they will have
a12
ahead of time?
So far the in- tion" - meaning
24 FRONT
10
to be ripped off. Even
Q.
I know you have
the unA. - Not too well more importa
ducements have work- paid interest
nt, he
accrues on written' about this
IN THIS COMPACT HOUSE THE living-dining area faces
unless you are a profes- must find out,
ed. Virtually unknown the loan's principa
through
before,• but when I read
l.
The
the street, and the two bedrooms overlook a backyard. A
sional, and if you were certain calcula
three years ago, ARMs loan would get
tions,
bigger, about it. I was only
you would not be asking whether the
represent more than
small hallway provides privacy between the day and night
not smaller.
roof
frame
mildly
interest
ed in it. this, question. Only a
half of the mortgages
can hold the additional
areas as well as act-ess to the bath. Plan HA1254R has 738
However, Ms. Lee Now I am faced'
with
a
personal inspection, weight.
currently, being, issued, said the ARM she
wants decision Sind .hqpe you
square" feet. For more information write — enclosing a
even by a professional,
and their value is exIf there is only one
does
not
allow
negative
.ran help.me. I have an - can make such a deterstamped, self-addressed envelope — to architect Jan Reiner,
pected to double from
coating of shingles,
amortization - which is
1000-52nd St. North, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710.
current levels to nearly
another reason she likes old asphalt shingle roof mination. He must first another probably will be
on my house that is see whether the old okay. If there already is
$206 billion by 1985.
it.
shingles are solidly more than
A study by the
one, another
Some observers fear about 25 years old and
enough attached so that may make
needs
Federal Home Loan
replacin
g.
My
big
many people who were
the load too
too much work will not heavy.
Mortgage Corp. showed
In short, a
attracted to ARMs problem is whether the
be necessary to get roofer,
5.5 million additional
working on the
because of the low first- old shingles must be
them in good enough spot, will
homeowners qualify for
year rate may not be removed before the new
have to make
Shape to serve as a solid the decision.
a $55,000 mortgage if
prepared for the big ones are put On. Is there
base
they obtained an ARM jump in their
monthly
at an initial rate of 11%
payment once the morAre 'the worlds of not consciously set out home and apparel.
percent, instead of a
WANTED
tgage rate is raised to
fashion apparel and to achieve a unified
Ms. Karron, whose 13% percent currentl
y
match ,market rates home furnishings com- presentation are engag- business is to find out
5
HOMES
especially if the mor5 homeowners in the
ing closer together? Ac- ing in the practice what's selling now and charged on a fixed-rate
general area will be given
tgage does not include
cording to designers and without necessarily to predict what will be loan.
the opportunity to have new.
Ms.
Lee
says
the
ARM
caps.
marketing executives realizing it, he added.
selling next year and she likes would
Coronado Stone applied to
use the
By Andy Lang
Tamp the sand. If
Stan Strachen, editor
with a foot in both
their home, with optional
Tice says new types of beyond, has found that 9% percent rate as _a
Paving in small sec- necessary, add more
of the trade journal Nadecorative work isiding,
camps, they are.
both
home
and
apparel
casual clothing, such as
floor. The rate then
trim, shutters, replacement
tional Thrift News, wor- tions is especially easy sand to maintain the
fashions are shaped by could be raised
windows, storm windowsand
They say home fur- lounge pajamas and
onlq by
when
desired
you
are
ries
level.
laying
that
if
a
bormwe
r
-4eare-i-art-e-very-low-eorit
nishings collections by comfortable and loose news events and the twO percentage points a* faces an increase from 8 bricks on sand. Yousan
Usually, bricks are
This amazing new stone
worlds-of entertainment year, and
some of fashion's hot- long dresses that are a
could not go
percent to 12 percent stop at any point without set on and with sides
has captured the interest of
and
ideas.
above 14% percent.
homeowners throughout the
test names - Ralph cross between robes and
after one year, "we worrying about a mor- butted snugly together.
For example, she
United States who are fed up
"It allows your morLauren, Perry Ellis, evening ,gowns, are betar or concrete base setcould
have
Use
a
some
rubber
promallet
with constant painting and
noted that "there is a tgage to fluctuat
Gloria Vanderbilt and ing added to wardrobes
e with
blems" from the "pay- ting up before you finish or a hammer and wood
other maintenance costs it
Carmen spirit about the economy
, while proIssy Miyaki, for exam- nowadays. Over the
provides insulation summer
ment shock" - such as a-section.
block to gently tap the
now
with
an
emphasi
s tecting you .from
and winter, as well as fire
ple - are selling well years, he has seen sales
more
After
deliquen
having
bricks
cies
into
exthe
or
sand.
protection. Our new product
,increase substantially on bright colors and astronomiCal 20 percent defaults
across the country.
cavated and graded the
As you lay the bricks,
.
can be used-on every-type of
for this type of garment Spanish embroidery, mortgages," she says.
Even if the rate can be • site, use a tamper to check each row with a
home, including franft.
Furthermore, says
which he designs, lace ruffles and frARMs were first proaluminum, vinyl and steel
raised by only two tamp the soil firmly. level to make sure
Joan Karron, corporate
inges."
This
look
was
inamong others.
sided homes. Also concrete
posed in '1980-81 when
percentage points, the Construct a form of 2 by you're maintaining the
fashion director for J. P.
troduced in the Broad- the savings
block, asbestos, stucco. etc
industry
Both Tice' and Ms.
moirthly
4s
around
paymen
Stevens, which mounted
proper
t14
perimet
t could
grade. Use a
er
You have a choice of 11 difway theater and on film. was struggling
under
Karron
pointed
out that
increase by 20 percent. of the excavation. The straight length of 2 by 4
ferent earth tones. It is now
two fashion-designer
She predicted that the weight of
going to be introduced to the
paying
color is the fashion atMany lenders say that height between the top as a ,straightedge to
home furnishings collec"retrotrends" - a high rates for deposits
Calloway County area. Your
if a mortgage was of the form and the bot- make sure all bricks are
tions recently, there is a tribute being stressed recycling of the familiar
home can be a show place in
while receiving issued based on a bor- tom of the excavat
most by manufacturers
parallel between what a
ion of the same height.
the county,and we will make
looks of the 1940s, 1950s payments on old
fixedand
retailer
s in their
It worth your while if we can
rower's ,ability to pay should be about 5 inconsumer wears and
The bricks will -settle.
and 1960s - would con- rate mortgag
use your home for advertises with
merchandise presentathe • lower initial rate, •ches. Spread a layer of so set them a little
wants to live with.
tinue to produce many much lower
ing_ IOC' bank financing
rates.
that future higher rates sand. over the patio Don't kneel on the
Today's buyers are tions, paarticularly themes in fashion
available with no down payand
ARMs initially went should be accomodated area, wetting
more integrated in their since they have found hOme furnis
ment. For an appointment
it so it will bricks you have just
hings. - unnoticed because they
that
custome
rs respond
with our professional' exby expected increases in settle.
perspective. They know
laid.
Already, an interest in
terior designer, mail within 5
most to color.
how to mix and match in
1950s retro has resulted
days name and address to:
home furnishings, since
"The retail shopping in an increase of attenthey have already learn- experience
of the 1980s tion to furniture producFor all your Travel Reservations Coll
ed how to put a number is primari
ly concerned ed in the '50s and in the
Box 5983 ,
of pieces together from with choosing and reintroduction of cropRESIDENTIAL LOCATION FOR DEMONSTRATOR
Evansville, Ind. a.Z715
sportswear dressing; manipulating different ped Capri pants and sprshe said at a National colors," said Ms. Kar- ing "toppers" in' wear:
Name:
Home Fashions League ron, adding that many mg apparel.
Address:
designe
rs active in both
meeting. A casualty of
How does one spot
City:
this new consumer the home and apparel coming fashion trends?
State:
represpnt,ng
trend has been the mat- spheres now offer the
"It might be an art exPhone:
America
n
and
Internat
ched suite of furniture same themes in both.
hibit or a book, a movie
ional Traveltime
Please give directions
which "has gone by the
or a videotape: the inMorning. Noon or Evening
For example, Perry fluences
wayside," she added.
come from all
NO OBLIGATION
A one-way influence Ellis has used animal- over and the introducfrom fashion to home skin patterns suc- tion of fashion into the
furnishings has been cessfully in both home need not always
'mentioned recently by a clothing and domestics. come from a fashion
number of observers. Ralph Lauren has em- designer - just from
But at least one fashion phasized nautical and fashion awareness," she
outdesigner admits he is safari themep for both concluded.
vacanons, go\APGA
directly influenced by
course.
tarnt11 Across norn
what is happening on
rneenngs„.Veal gokt coorns,
•
kdea1 tot
t.uxuri
the home front.
co%or
ttearicitiettevs,
tgs,
beds,
o ,pipiateb
Courts.
atcontes,e1egant‘o
bcioutO
Bill Tice,• known for
'tennis
Dant:Vet
2
*ntn
the athome lounge
so‘tes,
iood,
reenng i
goustnet
clothes he designs, says .
entettatn•-?_ s'I.L...--%:.......z-fi-ic--r
upett,
IV
eniol
Wunge,
he chooses colors and
ii‘es,
Meng
teennes,
styles for lounge wear
vrines, Ontnate Seat:
poe. la%
tne
One
which will coordinate
g
'to s*Aforninstool:to&
rnent
f
sea
with those colors curHeateddos,r,•caong
,r,
*20 ,•, deep
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rently popular in home
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,
cbarter
tel
furnishings.
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hostess wants to create
SIPA
Don't worry and wonder about learning
OUR
an ambience which
O.f
your way around town. Or what to see and
12"x16'
-combines the way her
do. Or whom to ask.
home looks, the food she
As WELCOME WAGON Representative,
serves and what she
I'll simplify the business of getting settled
(
,
Help you begin to enjoy your new town
wears when enteitainFree
Deck
Plans
.
good
shopping,
local attractions,
ing," he said.
(
cl2te:
,
40.• 30, b22
community opportunities. And my basket
As one who has travelV I
'IWC.C''1
•
is full ofuseful gifts to please yOur family.
ed extensively across
Take a break from unpacking and, call
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6 $er-1
the country to promote
me.
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/4hls clothing, Tice has
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Removing old shingles for new

Top designers sgy fashion,
and furniture are uniting

A few paving pointers
for the small sectiOns

high.

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
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Former MHS cager concludes exceptional, four-state carer
Good news from people who have left Murray and 'done good' as
the saying goes, is
always a pleasure to
hear.

•

pion girls basketball
tea. The following
year her family moved
to Mississippi where she
began her sophomore
season.

south Mississippi shot season her basketball' season arrived she was and had a 17-rebound
put championship and squad won 34 games and right in the thick of game in one of the state
she was runnerup in the lost only five. Plus she things as the squad's playoff contests. Her
state in the high jump. led her softball team to starting center-forward school was the first in
Whew.
the state runnerup posi- but she- had a stress Volusia County,
Her story of travel-- tion the same year.
fracture for four games Florida, to ever win a
• continues.
Raysha's track and before it was discovered state championship.
The next year her field career wasn't and she was forced to
With a prep hoop
family moved to Loui- daunted by the move miss a month's worth of career record of 102-13
siana where her father, either as she finished action.
spanning four states and
Ray Roberts, coached third in the state in the
Returning to the team Including numerous
the boys basketball shot put, fifth in the after a brief recovery awards and honors,
team and was named discus and was on a period, Roberts averag- Roberts has yet to
coach of the year in his relay team that finished ed in double figures in choose a university for
district. He also was fourth in the state.
both scoring and re- continuing her athletic
selected to \coach the
Another year found bounding for the rest of endeavors despite
South Louisiana All Star Raysha and he
the season. Her team, pressure from many
team.
in yet another sta
Deland High School, recruiters. A catch like
His. hoop influence this time Florida
won the Florida state her would be a nice one
must have rubbed off on where her tale of Class 4A championship for any college coach. _
A former Murray
Not one to be idle in _ Raysha because she athletic prowess with a 32-5 record.
Perhaps she'd like a
High SchoolIcT•V'Tigeir her athletle —endeavors, continued her outstan- continua.
Roberts made the All- place like Murray State.
has recently concluded Roberts helped her ding career by again
It seems the suitcase Area team with ease Hmmmm.
an outstanding prep squad to the state Class. making three all - life didn't bother the
career since leaving the AA basketball runnerup tournament teams and mobile, agile former
ol' stomping grounds trophk. While in being selected the Most Murray_an_ as she imand here's the latest Mississippi, she was Valuable Player in one. mediately earned a
news:
• named to three allShe garnished honors starting slot ,on her
Raysha Roberts
-- tournament teams and as a member of the all school's volleyball team
• Remember her. Mur- was an All-Seuth south Louisiana team and started in her first
ray High?
Mississippi selection. and carted home her high school game she
. Back hyI981 she was:a
basketball- :-sritiatt-- team's rebounding, free ever saw. A district title
-member of the Lady went 36-3 that year and throw,field goal and all- went to Rayshts team.
SALISBURY, N.C.
marathon winner; the
RAYSHA ROBERTS
Tigers' district cham- in track she won the sports trophies.
When basketball (AP) — Six former
late Frank Wykoff, a
That
Olympic champions
member of the. gold
and the 1960 U.S. Olymmedal 400-meter relay
pic basketball team
teams in 1928, 1932, and
were named to the U.S.
1936; Bill Toomey, the
Olympic Hall of Fame.
1968 decathlon chamElected were the late
pion; Billy Mills, I964's
, LOS ANGELES -AP
be a visa Tequired for upon us. Its in Olympic delegation istan.
Juan Antonio Duke Kahanamoku, 10,000,meter got*
— The president,of-the their athletes."
medalist; and swim- everyone's best in- rrie-mbers and that
The 1.1"-,S. State Samaranch, president winner of three swimmLos Angeles Olympic
Ueberroth Added that terests in the Olympic Soviet participants Department has denied of the IOC, noted Mon- ing gold medals in 1912 - mer John Naber, winand 1920; Frank
Organizing Committee the' Soviet athletes movement to have the would be treated "ex- a visa for Oleg Yer- day that
ner of four gold medals
a regular exsays Soviet allegations Would be treated the Soviet Union. and the actly like all countries mishkin, a Soviet ofShorter,
'the
in
1976.
1972
ecutive committee
that the United .States same as all others..
other countries par- throughout the world."
ficial proposed as an meeting was 'scheduled
had violated the OlymHe
the ticipate in those games. -The United States Olympic attache. State at Lausanne,
pic charter by requiring strong Soviet reaction
A U.S. 'Embassy boycotted the 1980 Sum- _Department officials Switzerland, May 28,
viSas for athletes may as -at best a nitpick.' Spokesman in Moscow .mer_ Games in Moscow said Yermishkin had and said
National Hockey League
wins series 3-0 .
"theoreticalhave resulted from a
PlayoffsAt A Glance
N Y. Rangers?. N.Y. Islanders 2
The statement said the U.S. waS trying as a protest against the been identified as a ly," an emergency
Semifinals
Dynan
Minnesota 4. Chicago 1
mistake by' an distributed by Tass call- to expe-dite ar- Soviet Union's military high-ranking KGB
meeting could be con(Best-Of-Five)
Sunday's Games
American embassy of- ed for an emergency rangements for Soviet intervension in Afgha officer.
Wednesday's Games
St Louis 3. Detroit. 2. OT, St.
vened before then.
Washington
Philadelphia
Louls.wins
4,
2
series 3-1
ficial in Moscow.
meeting of the InternaNY Islanders 4. N V Rangers I;
Montreal 2, Boston I
Peter Ueberroth, tional Olympic Commit
aeries tied 2-2
Quibec 3. BUffalo 2
N.Y. Islanders 4, N Y Rangers I
Chicago 4, Minnesota 3. series
reacting to a strongly tee's Executive Board
Chicagir3, Minnesota I
tied 2-2
worded soviet Olympic and alleged that antiSt. Louts S. Detroit 2
Calgary 5. Vancouver 1, Calgary
Edmonton 9. Winnipeg 2
Committee charge Soviet feeling was being
wins series 3.1
Calgary 5, Vancouver 3
Tuesday's Games
distributed Monday by fomented in the United
Thursday's Games N.Y. Rangers at N V Islanders
Tess, the nation's of. States.
Washington 6. Philadelphia 2
Chicago at Minnesota
DENVER (AP)
A Washington 31-13 in the Gray, who went- 52 14-13.
Montreal 3. Boston I
Divisional Finals
ficial news agency,
Ueberroth said pair of fumbled Los only other game of the yards. Kevin Nelson
Quebec 6. Buffalo 2
Then came the two
(Best-of-Seven)
denied that the United neither his committee Angeles kickoff returns night. •
N.Y. Rangers- 3. N.Y. Islanders 0
Adams Division
N.....Scored four plays-later. crucial fumbles on
Minnesota 6, Chicago 5
Thursday, April 12
States had reserved the nor th,e IOC in late in the first - half
"We'ere on a_n emp- , With 5:23 left in the kickoff returns.
Detroit 5, St. Louis3- •
Montreal at Quebec
right tndeny visas to the gvitzerland had receiv- helped complete a tiOnal roll." said Denver opening period,
Edmonton 5. Winnipeg 4. OT
_ Friday. April 13
LosGray, trying to
Calgary 4. Vancouver 2
Montreal at Quebec
Soviet delegation corn- ed any communication 25-point second-quarter Coach Craig Morton. Angeles safety Dwight
negotiate a muddy area
Saturday's Gaines
Sunday, April 15
ing here for the Summer from the Soviets about flurry that lifted the "We're playing- with Drane intercepted
Washington 6. Philadelphia 1.
Quebec at Montreal
a of the field, coughed up
Games.,
Washington wins series 3-0 -Monday, April 16
their complaints or the Denver Gold to'an im- great intensity, and Craig Penrose pass and the ball at the
Los
Quebec at Montreal
St Louis 4. Dstroll 3, 20T
••
J_Teberroth said a coinl request (or -the special - probable 6-1 record.- - nothitig seems to ireturned it 22 yards for
Wednesday. April 18
Angeles 17. Penrose hit • Quebec 1. Buffalo I. Quebec wins
mummueieuSt week frinTi
series
Montreal
3-0
at
Quebec
nreerttng.
Denver, everynody-s discourage uS. We-don't tlie second, Express Vincent White on
a
Edmonton 4. Winnipeg 1. Edmon•
Friday. April 20
the U.S. embassy in
F. Don Miller, chair- choice to be an also-ran panic." .
tally.
5-yard pass for the go- ton wins series 3-0
Quebec at Montreal
Moscow ' to the Soviet man of the U.S. Olympic in 1984, posted its fourth
Vancouver 7. Calgary 0
Sunday. April 22
.
Panic might have set _ The Gold rebounded ahead TD with 1:31 left.
Montreal at Quebec
Montreal 5. Boston 0. Montreal
Unions foreign office Committee,_
straight victory and in after the'Express with a vengeance in the
had used the word "From our viewpoint, raised its Pacific Divi- jumped to a 14-0 lead in second period.
Tony Boddie fumbled
"visa" in discussing the we abhor any political sion lead to three games the first quarter. Steve
First, Penrose lofted a away the next kickoff
list of athletes'-names.
intrusion into the with Monday ,night's Young, Los Angeles' $40 73-yard bomb to Kevin return, giving 'Denver
"It Was a mistake:: Games. The Games are 35-27 United States Foot- million rookie quarter- Williams, then' David possession at the 10, and
NEW YORK ( AP) — 2-0 with an 0.56 earned
he said. "There will not now rapidly coming ball League victory over back; Set up the first Martin scored returned Bill Johnson's 5-yard
Right-hander Jack run average last week, Los Angeles- before score, 'beating the blitz. a pint 79 yards. But the run made it 25-14 with 30
Morris of the Detroit striking out 16 batters
19,115 rain-soaked fans.• by dumping a short pass 'extra-point anemia fail- secondsleft in the half.
Tigers, who threw his in 16 innings.
-Houston beat winless over the middle to Mel ed and Denver trailed
first career no-hitter
Gamblers 31,federals 134
last Saturday against
NEW YORK (AP) —
•
Houston running back
the Chicago White Sox, Center fielder Eddie
Sam Harrell scored on 7._
has been named Milner of the Cincinnati
of seven and 16 yardi,
American League Reds, who hit .571 with
sandwiched around a
Player of the Week for' a home run, three
39-yard' field goal by
the first,
s week - of the stolen bases and five
"I know I'm in good hands when Block
Toni Fritsch, as
1984 season.
prepares mviax return. Mv preparer goes to
RBI, was named as the
Houston, 4-3, turned a
sthool every year to get special training. And
Morris, who is Jhe
National League
7-0
first
quarter edge inshe does taxes hundreds of times. Training
first Tiger since Jirn
Player of the Week for
to
a
24-7
halftime
lead.
and experience —.that's
Bunning in 1958 to the first week of the
, what makes you good at
Quarterback Jim Kel- throw a no-hitter, was
baseball season.
your job. Ilicare for the .
ly had a 51-yard TD pass
animals and let Block take
to Clarence Verdin on
._
care of my taxes."
‘.0
the Gamblers' fourth of(..r)
fensive play --the
TUSCALOOSA, Ala. school_ and play his
game.
a) u
(AP) — Bobby Lee senior year for the
0
o
cl) (1)
-The Federals, 0-7, Hurt, the powerful Crimson Tide basketCO If c
.1=1•41•0
_c
sacked
Kelly three 6-foot-9 ,center for hall team.
Li" ,17 0 a.)
People who know
In
co
times and held the Alabama who set a new
5
their business go to
cNi co
Gamblers without a Southeastern ConHurt averaged 16.6
Phone: 753-9204
903 Arcadia
first down for the first 24 ference mark for field points and 9.1 rebon last
minutes of the second goal accuracy, has season as' Alabama
Open 9 a.m.-6 p.m. Weekdays, 9 a.m.-5 p.m. Sat.
half.
decided to remain in went'18-12.

Sports at a Glance
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Uberroth says Soviets upset over visa 'mistake'
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Express fumbles turn to Denver Gold
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( Do the job quickly, easily, economically with
Porter Paints. It's the best way to add sparkling
\ life to the interior
in
end exterior of your home. Let
Porter do the work snd you can brag about the
professional-looking results
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EXIIIIIITA1
Nothing like it on earth"
•

_.

500-S. 4th 753-6450
Quality AAaterials•Fair Prices
•Prompt Sarvice
.........„

Termites Strike Five Times As Many
Homes As Fire. They Also Do More Dollar
Damage Than All Tornadoes, Hurricanes
And Windstorms Combined.
Call.. Us Toda\i'For
A Free Inspection At
.753-0414
. .or 753-3914

4791ht

\

$825

• SERVING WESTERN KENTUCKY WITH COMPLETE TERMITE
AND PEST CONTROL SERVICE SINCE 1958'

• Ail 1Tit'
sit* 114,

,
,urr grnorir

White Interior
Wall Paint
•

621 S 4th
P.O Box 328
Murray, KY
42071

-mma
_,v

1934

Witt

1954

McKee! Equipment Co.
MURRAY
503 WALNUT — 7534042
PADUCAH — JULIA ST. — 444-0110

i/

We Offer Complete Services In:
*Stuctural'Pest Control'
*Termite.'tontrof
*LaVvn gi -Sh(ub Spraying
*Odor & Smoke Control
*We Employ A Full Time Graduate Entqmologist
Help With Any 1,t Y.-bur Pet.Coriir6rProlDlems.

To

Call Murray's Only Home Owned And Horne-OperaTed Pest Con-'
trot Co,Tpday. Let Us Serve you_VVith- Trained,Pcotessional,And Courteous Service.
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Baseball Weaver's war

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

Former Orioles skipper pens strategic _Law seminar
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer
OK now class, pay attention. Professor Earl
Weaver, who holds a
Ph.D. in baseball, is
about to conduct his
seminar on strategy.
Hey, Altobelli, quit
that whispering. Stop

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

slouching, Berra. This is ft:wirier boss
of the
important stuff.
Baltimore Orioles
The gospel according reduces
this comto Saint Earl is contain- plicated sport
to 10 laws.
ed in "Weaver On They bear
repeating
Strategy," a primer for here.
managers,'written with
Law No. 1: "No one's
Terry Pluto and to be going to give
a damn in
published April 23 by July if you lost
a game
Macmillan. In it, the in March."

-Translation: Don't best place for him is
take spring training too starting the second
seriously. Save your game of the playoffsand
acid stomach for when the second game of the
the games really count. World Series.
Law No. 2: "If you
Law No. 9: "The key
don't make any pro- step for an infielder is
mises to your players, the first one - to the left
Napa League Baseball
WEST DIVISION
• Kane*, CUy (Splittorff 40-1 ; at
NADONAL LEAGUE
Oakland
433 5
I
you won't have to break or right, but before The
Baltimore 1Mc9regor 0-11, on
EAST DIVISION
Seattle
4
4400
1
Cleveland 1 Heaton 1.0) at
them."
W
ball is hit."
L Pd, GB
Kansas City
2
3
600 14,6
Chicago (Hoyt 1-0.. on.
•
New York
800 Minnesota
Weaver's advice for
2
3
600 1%
Milwaukee (Caldwell 0-1; at
Weaver may have Philadelphia 43 2I 600
Texas
2
3
400 2%
California)Witt.OA In)
dealing with rookies is been spoiled from years Pittsburgh • 3 2 600 11 '. California
2
333
4
3
Boston 40.jella 0-0 at Seattle
3
2 .600
1 ‘- ChicagO
simple. "You shouldn't of watching Mark St Louis
250 3
3
1
Beattie 1-0).
Chicago
3
3
500 1%
Monday's Game
Toronto (Leal 1.01 at Oakland
tell a rookie anything." Belanger, 'the consum- Montreal
3
3
500 1%
Oakland 4, Toronto 3
,
WEST DIVISION
That takes care of a mate glove, play shortTuesday's Games
Vtadoisedity's Games
San Diego
4
1
800 Texas (Stewart 0-1 at Detroit
multitude of problems.
Kansas
CIO
at Baltimore. In)
stop for the Orioles. Cincinnati
3
3
500 1%
(1Letry_J-0)
Cleveland at Chicago. n
Law No. 3: "The Belanger was a defen- Atlanta
2
3
400 2
Minnesota IViola 0.11 at New
Milwaukee at California, In
Los Angeles
2
4
333 • 2%
York iNiekro 1-01
easiest way around the sive wizard, the Ozzie Houston
Boston at Seattle. In,
1
200 3
4
bases is with one swing Smith of his time. He San Francisco i 4 200 3
Monday's Games
of the bat."
was 'so good that
Cincinnati 9, Montreal 6
This law, of course, Weaver learned to live
Los Angeles 1, Chicago 2
Only games scheduled
requires a lineup of with his light' hitting.
Tuesday's Games
sluggers capable of And Belanger could, at
Houston 1 Ryan 1.0i at
Nattered Baskelbell Association
s-Seattle
39 40
494 1454
repeatedly reaching the least, bunt on the off Philadelphia 1 Denny 0-1)
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Phoenix
38 41
481 15%
New York Darling 1-01 at AtlanAtlantic
Division
Golden State
35 43
fences. You can unders- chance the manage
449 18
r ta (McMurtry 1-01. on)
W L Pd. GB
San Diego
29 50
36/ 24%
Montreal 1McGaffigan 0-0) at
tand, then why Weaver might require one.
ylloston
59 19
756 .-x-Clinched playoff berth
Cincinnati (Price 0-1 In)
x-Philadelp
hla
50
28
641
y-Clinched division title
developed such an afLaw No. 10: "The job
Si.Louis I Forsch 0-0 at San
x.New York
46 33
582 13%
Mondays Games
finity for guys like of arguing with the urh- Diego (Hawkins 0-01. In
z-New Jersey
43 35
551 16
Washington 136, Chicago 134, 20T
Pittsburgh ( McWilliams 0-0i at
)(Washingt
on
35 45
438 25
New York 118, Cleveland 113
Frank Robinson, Boog pire belongs to the San Francisco
(Krukow 0-11 in
Central Division
Tuesday's Games•
Powell and Eddie manager, because he
Wednesday's Games
x.Mttwaukee
47 31
603 'Philadelphia at New Jersey
Montreal at Cincinnati
a-Detroit
46 32
590 1
• Murray.
Indiana at Detroit
can't hurt the team by
Pittsburgh at San Francisco
x-Atlanta
• 27. 42
468 10%
Boston at Milwaukee
Law No. 4: "Your getting thrown out of the
New York at Alanta
Chicago
27 52 .342 20%
Houston at San Antonio
Houston at Philadelphia. (
Cleveland
most precious posses- game."
27 52 .342 20%
Seartt& Kansas city
St. Louis at San Diego. in)
Indiana
25 53
321 22
Po
at Phoenix
sions on offense are
Weaver was thrown
Chicago at Los Angeles;In)
Denver vs. Utah at Las Vegas
your 27 outs."
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Nev.
out of 89 games inAMERICAN LEAGUE
Michiest Densan
... Dallas at San Diego
This is why Weaver cluding one in the 1969
•EAST DIVISION
x-Utah
43 36
544 Los Angeles at Golden State
frowned on the bunt.' World Series and
W
L Pd. GB
x-Dallas
11 37
526 1%
Wednesday's Games
Detroit
0 1.500 5
Denver
37 42
468 6
Detroit at Philadelphia
"Its name, the'sacrifice another during spring Cleveland
9
1
.750 1%
Kansas City
36 43
456
7
Milwinikee at Cleveland
bunt, tells you training, when he did Bostpn
• 2% -Plan Antonio
34 44'- 436 .8%
Atlanta at Whims
'3
3 .500 2%
Houston
29 49
372 •1354
something," Weaver not follow his own Law Toronto
New York at Boston
New York
2
4 .333 3%
Pad Division
Slew
Jersey at Chicago
writes. "Sacrifice No. L
BalUmore
_0_ _4____000. -45j- -y-Loe-Angotee- 811,-28- 1179- -.--Denver-st-HOUSIOn
Milwaukee
0
5
.000
5
x-Portland
means you are giving up
47
31
603 6
Portland at Los Angeles
He was at his most
something. In this in- argumentative in 1975,
stance, you're giving up when he was run 10
an out."
times, including both
United States Football League
Pacific
Outs are to be cherish- genies of an' Aug. 15
EASTERN CONFERENCE
It
Denver
1
0
857 160 140
ed and protected, not doubleheader by Ron
Atlantic
Arisoria
3 4 0- 429 192 111
W L T Pd, PF PA
Los Angeles
2 5 0
286 91 134
squandered carelessly. Luciano, one of his
New Jersey.
- 6 1 -0.
857 191 104
Oakland
0 7. 0
38 152
COO
EARL ELABORATES - Earl Weaver, former manager of
"There
Philadelphi
are
a
only
6
1
three
0
857
161
94
favorite
adversaries.
the Baltimore
Pittsburgh
•
2
'
0
5
Orioles, has compiled his latest primer for managers entitled
123
296
Monday's
137
Games
•
an
inning,
and they
Luciano's double
"Weaver.on
Washington
Denver 35, Las Angeles 27
0'? 0
000 73 218
Strategy" which will be released this month by Macmillan Publish
should be treasured," pump hardly soothed
Southern
Houston 31. Washington 13
ing Co. In
Birmingham
6 1 0
the.publication, Weaver elaborates on his 10 laws of baseball. AP file photo
857 193 96
Saturday, April 14
Weaver explains.
Weaver, though. The
New Orleans
6 1 0
Oklahoma at Washington
857 186 123
Law No. 5: "If you next day, he was thrown
Tgmpa Bay
Denver
4 3 0
571 155 160
at Pittsburgh
Memphis
Memphis at Los Angeles
2 5 0
286 113 308
play for one run, that's out again, this time by
Jacksonville
San Antonio at Jacksonville
2 5 0
286 167 166
all you'll get."
Don Denkinger.
WESTERN CONFERENCE •
Sunday, April 15
Arizona at New Jersey
Central
In other words, be
Michigan
Chicago at Philadelphia
6
1
'857
0
201
132
bold. Go for the gusto.
Pipes &
Oklahoma
Birmingham at Michigan
5 2 0
714 110 135
me.
By JOE KAY
If he fails, his next
Houston
Law No. 6: "Don't
4
3 0
—MikelarAprIt16-- 571 222 184
Access
ories
AP Sports Writer
"My heart will always chance would come dur- play
Chicago
Houston
at Oakland
(1
5
2
2746
153
176
for one run unless
San Antonio
15 Blends of
Tampa Has a! New I 0-1,ans
141
o
70 127
6
1
CINCINNATI (API - be in Cincinnati. I was ing Montreal's
first you know that run will
Pipe Tobacco
Pete Rose, always the born here, was raised homes_tand
this win a ball game."
The Smoke Shoppe
competitor, would have here,.and I played here weekend
against
lion./ skimp. A 3 or 4
liked to top the 4,000-hit for 16 years.614 S 4th St.
Philadelphia, the only looks so inuch nicer on
901 S. SYCAMORE
753-8355
Murray, Fain Ins. Bldg.
mark with a first-week ' Rose, pounded out other team
Rose has the scoreboard .Than a,
hitting tear.
3',1434 hits in his 16 played for.
lonesome 1.
But opening week, seasons with the Reds,
Rose, who turns 43
Law No. 7: "It's
Advertisement
brought Rose just five of helping lead them to two Saturday, said
he didn't- easier to find four good
the necessary 10 hits,' worin championships. want to put
What
Can Do About Drug Abuse
pressure on 'starters than 'five."
and-the'Montreal Expos He had at least.200 hits himself to
get the big hit
simple comThis
is
YOU-ClIA-191413--yegiesi
'1 star
tallied to his in nine of Those seasons. in Cincinnati, where
he mon sense. In this dren say no to drugs. That's
hometown Monday hope message from the Nalives in the off-season world, it is easier to find
The switch-hitfing
ing for the next-best
onal Institute on Drug
and is still greeted by lour good anythings
Rose
got
his 3,000th hit
thing: reaching the lofty
cheers of "Pete, Pete," than it is to find five of Abuse. Strong family support helps children develop
4,000-hit mark in the city in Riverfront Stadium when he comes
to bat.
them.
the personal values and selfwhere his name became against his current
The only other
Law No. 8,:_"The best confidence .they need to resynonymous with team, the Expos, on ballplayer to
reach 4.000 place for a rookie pit- sist peer pressure.
May
5,
1978.
He lashed a
baseball.
Start early, the Institute
hits was Ty Cobb, the cher is long relief."
single to left off Steve
advises parents. Talk to
last
name
between
Rose . Unless, of course, his your children
11
"First of all, I would Rogers and then
1979 Pontiac Trans-Am
before they
was and the all-tim
e hit name is Mike Bod- have a problem. Although
have liked to have got- congratulated by
Expos record.
straight
and
let
them
know
dicker. In that case, the peer pressure can have -a
ten it in our first tw!:!1 _first baseman
Tony
46,150°°
strong influence on your where You stand
games in Houston,
Perez, another fixture
Whileyour children need
children,
your
love
and
guidRose said Monday, on Cincinnati's
"Big
ance will help them resist your support, you, too, may
before' getting hits Red Machine" of
negative pressures. Let them find the need for help if
the
number 3,996 and 3,997 1970s.
A hole-in -one was ace on the 170-yard know it's okay to say no drug problems arise. Many
parent
:
:find getting together
in a 9-6 loss to the CinIronically, Perez has reported during par-3 No.9 hole using a to drugs.
Learn about drugs so with other parents to set becinnati Reds. "Natural- returned to the
Reds as weekend play at the 6-iron.
that you can give your chil- havior guidelines and standly, I'd like to get it here. a backup first
baseman: Murray State Miller
His playing partners dren accurate information. ar); is helpful.
I have a lot of respect and there's an
outside Memorial Golf Course for the Sunda* round in- Talk to them before they
For free flyers giving
for the fans in Cincin- chance of another
Rose- and the lucky linker was cluded Dr. Dart Miller of have problems. As early as futher guidance. write to
nati. They rooted for me Perez meeting at
the fourth grade, your chil- the National Clearinghouse
3 Miles South
first if former Murrayan Dow Murray, Judge David
ren may have knowledge for Drug Abuse Informafor 16 years. It'd be a he gets 4,004 in
on Hwy. 641
River- Ryan.
EiuCkingham of Murray
t drugs and much of it will tion,- P.O. Box 1909, Rockpayback, so to speak, front Stadium
Ryan, employed by and Mark Roberts of
during
wrong. Set the record
KY. 502-753-1372
MURR
AY,
Maryland 20850,
for what they did for the three-game series.
the U.S. Army, fired his Fort Knox.

LINDY SUITER

753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

Major League Baseball

Pro Basketball

Professional Football

Rose wants No. 4,000 in Cinncy
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TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES,INC

Parents

Has A Price You Can Live With.

Ryan hits ace at Miller Course

TRUCKS-TRAILERSBUSES,INC.
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Spring Shoe Sale Continues
40 Styles Of Running & Tennis
Shoes For Men & Women

Radio
Maek 1

Co/MUTER
CENTERS
SALE!SOLVE PROBLEMS ON-THE-GO
WITH A TRS-80® POCKET COMPUTER

Savei\
$30
Model PC-3

,59P6.3.590
bciance

.?"2111100115

•Ideal for Students, Business People,
•Built-In 1400-Character Memory
Engineers and Scientists
24-Character Liquid Crytital Display
•Program the PC-3 in Easy-to-Learn BASIC
includes16Arithmetic and 8 String
to Solve Your Own Tough Problems
Functions
•
•Choose from 20 Ready-to-Run Programs •10-Digit Accuracy•2-Digit Exponents
(Requires Interface and Recorder)'
Add Optional Printer/Cassette interface
•Measure* Just iiii‘x.sfktis x2'/
for a Complete tomputing System

And More

SPORTING GOODS

Save Up to 50/
3
4 on Selected Software for Your PC-3 Pocket Computer!
CHECK YOUR PHONE BOOK FOR THE PARTICIPATING
A DIVISt0F4O0TANEKLORPOR ATION
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99.95
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LASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS
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PINE BLUFF
SHORES
RESTAURANT
On beautiful Ky. Lake
Breakfast, Lunch,
Sandwiches. Open 7
days. Mon. thru Sat.
7-6. Sun. 1-6. Also
Bait Shop, Worms &
Minnows.

2

32
Notice

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from
6:30-8:00 Mon.,
Tues., Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds Pont -Cad-Buick

2

Notice

2

Notice

WE BUY
USED CAWS

DAILY
MATINEES

SPRING BREAK

See
Max Morris
at

SAT., APRIL 7
THRU SUN., APRIL 15
esti*IlsawVONII sod
OW,km Welk maw sisarai

DWAIN
TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
U.S. 641 S. 753.2617

aetolNE
t•

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
aluminum
1 Lid
6 Doctrine
Answer to Pre% mu,. Puzzle
4 Forays
7 Face Of
0
UM A A
9 The self
watch
12 Ventilate
UM ODOM CO
8 Surgical
13 Girl s name
MUMMU MUM=
thread
14 Knock
9 Before.
BUM BM
15 ConsPiracies 10 Long stenLUC MOM MOO
17 Substances
der fish
CM MMUMOMMU
19 Outlook
A
11 Harvest
012S1 MUM 0
21 Game at
goddess
MUOMIOUNU UM
cards
16 Cravats
•
MUM MOU COM
22 Smoothed '18 Frog
MO MO00
the fea20 Periods ot
OVUM
0012MO
thers of
time
0OU MEM CIO
25 Pertaining
22 Piece of
B ED
SINGS
LE A
tO birth
dinnerware
4 Behold,
23 Lassos
.,11 Cubic meter 24 Wbodwork- 39, Direction
51 Native Metal
32 Challenge ,
er's tool
.41 Actual
52 Recent
33 Imitate
26 Flap
44 Cook in oven 53 Born
25 Dexterity
27 Macaw
46 Hindu 55 Tibetan
Container
28 Lawful
peasants
gazelle.
38 River duck
31 Man's name 48Ceremony
56 Lamprey
40 Craftier
34 Dine
50 Uncouth
59 Printer s
42 Sun god
36 Missives'
person
measure
43 Chemrcal...,
--f 2 3
4
5 6 7 8
9 10 it
compound
-..
45 To itte side
12
13'
14
47 In place of
15
49 Remain
50 Hold
54 Encomium
57 Exist
29
30
25 2 26 27 28
58 Beet animal
60 Pedal digit
- 6 1 Condensed
'33
35
37
moisture
62 Abounds
38
40
42
63 Sodium
45
.
chloride
47.
49 54
DOWN
III
1 gP•901 - 2 Lubricate
'5.
56
60
3 Confirm
4 FeelS indig6
62
163
nant at
5 Symbol for

iiii„,
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st-N-N Y Acres Nursery
now has tomatoes,
peppers and bedding
plants
Open 9-5,
Mon.-Sat. 753-3619. 901
North Johnny
Robertson Rd.
TAXES filed
Short
Forms 37.50 for federal
and state. Itemized
$15.00. Now offering in
home sen'ice for shutins. Call Joyce Noel Tax
Service at 489-2440 for•appointment

*
i

G

A L SEATS '2.00

@ENO
,,,..,,,,, :C

DANCAEROBICS
Total choreographed fitness program
by ANN ENGLISH. 6
week course begins
April 16th, 1:30
p.m. at

e
-

•

Jt D
Williams Tax
Service. Call for appointment _anytime. 4362524 or 436-5496.
PURCHASE Video
Production. Call' for
free brochure. 502-2472840_
SHIRLEY DAVIS TAX
SERVICE will prepare
your returns • your place
or mine. Or- pickup and
deliver. Phone 4365574.-

Go For It!
753-2784

WIGGINS FURNITURE
Hwy. 641 North
We now have
Oriental Rugs
4x6, 6x9, 9x12.
Check with us at
753-4566

•
••
••••
•••••
•••
•
•••••
•
, _

•

•
• Happy 7th
Birthday
•
•
•
• to a-couple of
• little clowns,
•
• Justin & Jason.

•
•
•

I

Mama Carman
and Dawn..

•

LOW( ARE YOU WEARING
HOCKEY HELME1,51R7

9. Situation

tosT

31 YEAR old mother of
2 wants to keep babies
or small children in her
home. 3 years experlence. Has references. 759-1692.
I WILL do habysitting
in my. home. Day,
nights or all night. Hot
meals will be furnished.
References. Will also do
ironing. Call 759-4803.

Collie Dog .
Name: Rosco. Wearing
Murray License Tags. 2
year old. Male. Lost in
the vicinity of Poplar •
and Sycamore, West
side of Main. Reward!
753-8788 or 762-5117.
LOST: John Deere tool
box with tools on Hwy,
732 in the Lynn Hurst
area. $50 reward. 4362261.
LOST gold baby ring
outside Roller Skating
Rink. 753-9382 after

Wanted

WANTtocUo
housecleaning. Have
references. 753-2433.

15. Articles for Sale

20. Sports Equipment

CRAFTSMAN 10"
Tab1e
Sii.ri.--$200. Also
Australian Shepherd,
German Shepherd
cross. Free to good
home. Call after 5p.m.
492-8376.
Q-UASAR Video Re•
corder with remote
control. 38/week.
Rudolph Goodyear. 7530595

PAbLCAH Gunshow.
April 14 and 15, Jaycee
Civic Center, Paducah,
Ky'. Buy-Sell-Trade.
Gun Door Prize.
McCann Gunshows 618337-7543.
RAM Men's Golf Clubs.
1, 2 and 4 Woods. 2-9
PW. Bag included. $130.
753-4994 after 4p.m.

16. Home Furnishings
14" ZENITH color T.V.
and stand. 4 years old.
Perfect condition. 7534393
25
QUASAR Color
Console TV., 38/week.
Rudolph Goodyear., -7530595.
BRAS bed, king size,
complete with firm
orthopedic mattress
set, never used, still in
carton. Cost $800. Must
sell. $ 3
05 0 cash.
Paducah, 898-7513.
FOR Sale Hide-a-bed
sofa. 21
.
2 yrs. old. 7591348 after 5p.m.
GENERAL Electric.
Heavy Duty Clothes
Dryer, white, .brand
new. 436-5659.
JAMISON Sleeper Sofa.
Best offer. Phone 7537532.

CRYTS
USED OFFICE
FURNITURE

IF YOU GET NIT BY A
`1 P MINUS,' YOU PONT
EVEN FEEL IT

Equipment

19. Farm

ALUM. cans, 100 lbs. or
more. .24 cents. We pick
up. Ed Sanitation and
Recycling Center, 4362658
WANTED to buy. White
Oak timber. Call 753-0338,

6. Help

14. Want to Buy

LADY for part time job
working in retail sale
store. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040G,
Murray.
NATIONAL Marketing
Firm seeking managerrient and sales
people to work in Ky.
and Tenn. Excellent,.
career potential Parttime jobs available.
P.O. Box 630. Murray.
Ky. 42071.
NEED A Job? This is
for real! I guarantee to
send you 60 addresses ,
and telephone._ numbers.of working Alaskan
companies. Information
is based on 5 yrs.
personal experience
working in Alaska. Information cost. $10.
Alaska Addresses, P.O.
Box 7. Clinton. Ky.
42031.
PART-Time general
office wiark. Send re- '
-mine to -P.O. 1040D,
Murray.
PATT S Restaurant
located in Grand Rivers
is now accepting applications for all types
of restaurant employees for new restart.
Open soon. Please.
apply in person between
hours of 1-3, Mon.-Fri.
at Patti's 1880
Restaurant

Home Furnishings

MATCHING brown
couch, shah- and recliner. good condition. Call
759-1902.

WILL clean

4o.m..
Wanted

16.

300 MASAEY Ferguson
Combine, both headers.
good condition. After
6p.m. 753-7485.
EARTHWAY Precision
Garden Seeder. Plants
28 different vegetable
seeds. $36.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
REAR Tine Tillers,
Briggs Statton engine, 3
forward speeds and
reverse. 5 h.p. $529.99, 8
h.p. $629.99. Front Tine
Tiller, 5 h.p. chain
drive, $279.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
TRACTOR tires. New
and used. John' Kough
Equipment. 382-2207.

offices. Murray
Calloway County area.
Have references. $4 a
hour. 502-382-2794

9. Situation

•••••i
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•••
•
•
•
•

Wanted

5. Lost and Found

1016 Jafforson St.
Paducah. Ky.
502-442-4302

DAILY GOLD &
Gold
Closed
Yesterday 383.50
Opened

382.50
1.00

qu
aid
No
Ph
Ko

16824 SHED cedar siding. Completed on inside. Wired. 60 arty. fuse,
box. 437-4963 after 3p.m.

Pt

LAWN Mower battery,
12 volt. .$2.4_99 exchange.
Wallin Hard'Iare,
Paris.
MARINE Battery. 21
series. 105 amp. $49.99
exchange. Wallin
Hardware. P
jaris.
MARTIN Souses. 6 rm.
122.99, 12 rm. 133.99, 18
rm. $44.99, 24 rm. $59.99.
Wallin Hardware.
Paris. 'hi.
NEW and used Air
Compressors. D111
Electric. Call 753-9109.
PELLA Wood Casement window, new, 5'6"
wide by 47 5/8" high. 3
sections. stationary in
middle, roll out section
on end. Orginal price
$330. Best offer.
753-3906.
POLES. all sizes utility
poles. See at Water
-- Valley or _phone.
542.365_
2665.
SATELLITE
SYSTEMS. 10 ft.
Fiberglass KLM5 Re.
ceivers. $1,550 installed.
436-2835.
SEASONED hickory,
oak, mixed hardwoods,
$30/rick delivered.
MM. order-2 ricks. Call
John Boyer at 753-0338
TRI-STATE Satellite
Sales. 11 ft. system
completely installed,
$1,785. We 3er-thee what
we sell. 901-642-0295, 315
Tyson Ave., Paris.
Tenn
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22817 CARPET, mixed
green, gold, yellow.
Price $100. 753-3805.
3 TON mobile home
central air unit with
duct work. Like new.
$675. Call 489-2761.
AB Dick model 695 Copy
Machine. $1,450. Call
489-2761.
FLASHING Arrow
Sign. First Month Free
Rent. Ltental Purchase
Plan_ Portable Sign
$225. Call Bill Tuell
502-782-2922.
FOR SALE: Small Engine Repair Shop, dealerships tools, parts
and equipment. 753-0369
or 753-9573.
GLIDDEN Spred Velvei
Exterior Latex House
Paint, $9.99 gal. at.
Bla-ek's Decorating
Center, 701 S. 4th Street,
Murray.

SILVER PRICES

Silver
Closed
Yesterday
Opened
Today
Down

9.25
9.22
.03

Compliments of:
GOLD & SILVER CUSTOM
JEWELERS -OLYMPIC PLAZA
We buy Gold. Silver 8. Diamond.
Hours: 10-8 Daily, 12.5 Sunday

41.

J.W. Jones
Tax Service
492-8662
Anytime

24. Miscellaneous

FL

Oa
Ma
Ch.
Hal

MIKE HODGE'S
TAX SERVICE
7 years of experience
preparing individual,
business, partnership,
and corporate returns.
Low rates & hundreds of
satisfied clients. Now
preparing returns. Day
or night call 759-1425
for appointment.

6 t
Ma
45
ITU

sale.
Bea's.
Wick
759-9f

Richard W. Jones
Tax Service

BI

Confidential professional
serdice. IS accounting
with 13 years •xperiente
In preparing personal.
business and farm
returns.
94 West and
Oaks Rd.
Coll 753-3215 for ap•
pointment day or night.

Apt

15(
1,1

F
M is
Hou
Ass
Son
Wor

2 6. TV -Radio,
SATELLITE TELEVISION
Installed, sales tax and
labor included. 9 ft.
spun dish $1549. 1-2 ft
Mesh Star Dish $1995.
WOOD TV
Fulton, Ky. 472-3704

4 3.
2 BR
3 yea]

_raw

Real
KOPI
711 11
your
-Phan(

27. Mobile Homes for Sale

PRACTICAL JOKES
ARE WASTED
ON TI-1E STUPID

PRE-SEASON SALE
Season Passes for the MurrayCalloway County Swimming Pool may
be purchased prior to pool opening and
save S-15.00.
Family Passes - $60700 -Stngle Passes - $30.00
Passes may be purchased at the
Park office, 10tfi & Payne Sts., phone
753-7640.

JTM DAV55

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS

40% OFF EVERYTHING

STARKS
HARDWA
RE
12th
& Poplar

I'D BETTER
READ THIS

BEHOLD,

Six reasons why high school seniors
should graduate to Guarding.
You can give your seniors a good
start into the future by steering them
to,the Army National Guard.
The Guard offers, in addition to
long-term benefits, six immediate
values: a paycheck every month; tuition assistance; training in leadership and technical skills which can
contribute to civilian careers; parttime service compatible 'with other
Job or school reqCtiremenis; a closeto-horne location; and the satisfaction
of being "on guard" to help in any
local or national emergency.
For more information on career
opportunities available in the Army
Guard, please call

NOW WE
/WOW IT
IS HERE!

(502) 753-40n

12860 3 BR mobile
home, good condition.
34,000. 437-4731. •
12865 WINCHESTER 2
BR, Pt baths, a fine
quality built-trome.
Total utility bills this
Jan. 1110. Set up and
skirted in Riviera Cts.
Call 753-9445 nights.
762-6287 days. Ask for
Dan.
14870 MAGNOLIA, S'
BR, 11
.
2 bath. 753-9669
after 5:30 p.m.
AMERICAN Pride
1,4865 mobile home,
partly furnished, has
nice outside awning.
Can be seen anytime at
A-14 -Fox Meadows.
DOUBLE Wide Home, 3
BR, 2 bath, family
room, living room and
dining room, large kitchen. On 2 lots close to
Ky. Lake. 474-8038.
SECLUDED 5 Acres,
12856 mobile home,
12824 block building.
woods and pond.
Warranties transferrable. 474-2718.

*11
Lou A
Wayn
Joe L.
19'
MUM

LI

1MN-'
Prop(
524,001
5450
436-24
44. I
APPF
acres,
from
cord
lag si
John
Estate
ATM
acres
Lake
nothin
mo n I
mobil(
forms

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
3 BEDROOM trailer for
rent. Keniana 1150 a
Month. Call 436-5364.
NICE _2_ BR mobile
home, near Murray. No
pets. 489-2611.
SMALL 2 BR trailer,
.$165. No utilties in.
cluded. Call 436-2332.

Shell

45. F
177 A(
with
Finan
436-219
AT517(
acres
farm.
Murr
Chur
753-623

30. Business Rentals
COMUERICAL building, 901 Coldwater
Road. Ideal 'location for
doctors office or other
For
.4rsr
a
of
ei
type
b tiness.
tion, call
more inf
502
158 night's.
Days 502-236-3158.

NICE

home.
Cathec
firepla
in 24,
Doubli
livesto
on 119
waters
propel
Kirksi
fiflan

Warehouse
Storage Specs
For Rent
733-1492_
31. Want to

tine
BR,
N.
1-90
37.

25. Business Services
6
SeAET piano, like
new. Best offer! Also
upright freezer. 1250.
-492-8994.

7

Wood or metal desks. Executive or Secretarial
Chairs, Tablas, files.
storage
cabinets,
bookcases, conference
tables part cabinets and
much more Used but nice

Today
Down

22. Musical
PIONERR stereo component system with
glass case. $550. Digital
.disc-Billy Joel. brand
new, $15. 753-5158.
SONY TC 377 Reel to
Reel recorder, excellent
condition, $200. A mandolin. 489-2704 after

24. Miscellaneous

-- -mane
, WANT
proxlir
with
barn.
Will
detalle
locaUe
So.. Ke

Rent'

k

111ARV manager
wishes to rent 3 or 4 BR
house with garage. Call
Mr Baugher, 753-6095.
vialstr to rent 2 Bit apt
or house. 753-3710
•
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ADVERT_ ISEMENT

32

Apts for Rent
1 BR furnished apt in
quiet established, residential neighborhood.
,No pets. $200 month.
Phone 753-1222'. Bill

1. 1984. PAGE

46 Homes for Sale
48 Auto Services
50
Used Trucks
53. Services Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
3 BR at Lakeway
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
Shores. partially fur1977 GMC Long Wheel APPLIANcE SERVICE.
NEED work
W ORK- ifeethed:: Han-,
DAVE'S
nished. Home comes
Base. Rally wheels, Kenmore, Westinghouse.
dyman Home. Repair
trees" Topping. prunwith 3 lots. Selling to
GARAGE
p.s., p.b., ac., 2 tone Whirlpool. 21 years exService. In and around
ing, shaping, complete
settle estate. 753-3525
Spring Is near. For
paint, AM-FM stereo. perience. Parts and serAuto repair, tune
the Murray -Benton removal and more. Call
after 330p.m. 753-6563
753-8729 or 753-3269 after vice. Bobby Hopper.
all your painting
BOVER'S TREE
Aurora and Lake Reg.
ups, brakes, oil
after/p
.m.
M_MNISF•IED apt. Renf
p.m
Bob's Appliance Service.
needs call Ralph
SERVICE for Proion. Individual with
change, tire repair.
now for May. Efficiency 4 BR home. 242 bath,
1980 DODGE Pickup. 6 202 S. 5th St. 753-4872.
fessional tree care.
many skills. RemodelWorley
for
early
apliving
1 or 2 BR Also sleeping
All over paint job Starroom, dining
cylinder over drive, 753-8886 ihomel
8 miles south of
ing, interior, exterior,
753-0338.
pointm
ents.
room,
All
family room with
rooms. Zimmerman
ting at $299 95 Cars.
nice. 753-9268 after APPLIANCE repair
painting etc., carpet
Murray
on
121,
2
fireplace
, 2 car garage
work guarantead.
Apts. S. 16th. 753-6609.
5p.m
work all brands.
Trucks, Vans, Farm
installations and repair
PAINTING
NICE 1 BR apt. near on 4 acres. Out of town • miles north of New
Specialize in Tappen.
Over 16 years exTrucks
a speciality. For futher
owner
Wants offer. Near
downtown Murray. 753Call 753-5341 or 3544958.
Concord.
informa
perience.
tion, call 474SandDUNNAWAY'S
Ky. Lake. 474-8038.
4109, 762-6650, 436-2844.
Earl Lovett.
blasting
INTERIOR
also 8861
BODY SHOP
ARSUMABLE VA loan.
BLOCK Building,
33 Rooms for Rent
avallabla.
Fixed 111,4i percent inEXTERIOR
basements, garages,
21 12'/.Coldwater
PAINTING
footing, floors, driveWe have special
ROOMS for rent. 1 block terest. 7 room brick. 49 Used Cars
Road
ways. Also brick work,
from University. • Priv- Fenced yard. Call ow- 1974 IMPERIAL
packages for Tiny
a.
753-8730
,
large or small jobs. 24
ate entrance. Fur- ner. 753.7217.
Tots
automatic, a.c , stereo,
1#VALLPAPERIN
years' experience. 753- TREE Work, complete
nished. 753-1812 or 719- BRICK Ranch 3 BR, 114 all options, plush
CARTER STUDIO
INSULATION blown in
interremoval topping or
bath, large Great
5476.
9580.
ior. 753.9244).
300 MAIN 753 8298
by Sears. TVA ap-trimming, experienced.
Room, formal living
BULL Dosing Back
proved. Save on those
reasonable rates. 75334 Houses for Rent
and dining ropm. Also 1974 VW Super Beetle,
Hole and septic tank
GENERAL HOME high heating and cool0211
eat-in kitchen, - central excellent body, engine
work. 354-8161 after
REPAIR. 15 years ex- ing bills. Call Sears
Short
‘AIR Conditioned 2 BR
V4_21rBA
LIVIEIr
air and heat. T_ItIllties and transaxle needs
r
W
sp.m. or 354-8138 or
perience. Carpentry, 753-2310 for free
Bed, 5-Speed, Radial
house near downtown.
make wet basements
very reasonable. Nice repair. $650. 489-2436.
437-4533.
concrete, plumbing. estirriatei.
*FREE ESTIMATES*
Stove and refrigerator.
Tires, Tint Glass,
dry. Work completely
home with possible 1976 CADILLAC Coupe
V
roofing. siding. NO
$200. Call 753-6429.
Carpeting, Side Vent
guaran
teed.
Call
income. 1626 Hamilton.. Deville. 2 dr.,- fully
or
LgE'.S CARPET
JOB TO SMALL. Free
1-'0USE for rent In 436-5479
Windows, much more.
loaded, $1,750. 436-5869.
or 753-1342.
CLEANING. Murray!s write - Morgan - Con- estimates. Days 753- ..te•
•
•
•
•41•
•
•
•
•
•
Hardin. 759-1417.
•
•••••
•
2 yr. 2400 mile drive,
-structio
n
Co.
Rt.
2,
Box
13Y Owner. 4 BR, 24 1976 CHEVROLET
•
only professional Car6973, nights 474-2276
OR Invest. Owner baths, living,
•
409A.
train
Monza,
Paduca
warrant
2
h,
Dr..
y,
Ky.
4
lowest
cylinpet Cleaning Company
dining
GUTTER
ING
•
by
.Sears.
. tinamAng. Low down. 5 room, family
•
priced new -truck in
toom der, automatic, 58,xxx
with -over 12 years _42001 or call- 1-442-702%.
'Sears
continu
gutods
BR, 2 bath, I acre. 307 w/fireplace,
•
America.
large eat- miles, excellent condicontinuous local service WILL haul white tock, ters installed for your
N. 7th. 436-5489 or in kitchen, newly
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS •
using the most powerful sand, lime, rip rap and specifications. Call •
pain- tion. 81.500 or best offer
Carroll-Mazda cleaning system
1-901-642-5244.
masonary sand. coal.
& CUSTOM WOODWORKING
ted and papered. Low Call 762-2556.
made.
•
Sears 753-2310 for free •
OVER 20 YEARS EXPERIENCE
utilities. 2 car garage 1976 EL Camino, 60,xxx
•
Hundreds of satisfied Call Roger Hudson, estimate.
753-8
850
37. Livestock-Supplies
•
SOLID
753-4545
or
753-6763
WOOD
with work bench and miles, p.s., p.b.,, a.c
CABINETS 6. RAISED PANEL DOORS
repeat customers.
•
•
RIDGE‘1,00D Stables. opener. $79,000: As- tilt, AM -FM, $3,150.
Birch * Oak • Walnut • Cherry
Licensed and Insured.
•
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCAS
Horses boarded. Stalls sumable fixed rate 12 759-4964 after 5p.m.
•
ES
We move the furniture
Aluminum
•KITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Service
Co.
or pasture space percent loan. 1704 1976 OLDS 442. Call
free. 1'ree estimates. 24
•CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
&
5 1. Campers
Aluminum and vinyl
available. $20 per Plainview. 753.4593.
after 5p.m. 753-4532.
hour service, 753-5827.
FURNITURE REFINISHING
month. 753-3010 after FARMERS Home
•
siding. Custom trim work.
COMPETITIVE PRICES
Ad- 1977 PLYMOUTH Fury 10/2 COBRA Mini Motor LET D8re take care of
6p.m.
• Drop Sy & Sae
ministration inventory Brougham. 2 dr., want Home, 21 ft., double air. all your cleaning! We
References. Call Will Ed
,,s Our Display
properties. 2 homes, 3 same tender care rear bath, ,sleeps 6, throughly clean homes.
38 Pets-Supplies
Bailey, 753-0689
farms.- Financing to current owner provides. awning, C.B., AM-FM, offices and businesses
AKC German Shepherd qualified buyers. Dependable Spotless tape, and lots more. Very reasonable-Our
puppy, also guard dogs
Predetermined eligilib- inside arid out, $2,300. High mileage but good, prices can't be beat! We LAWN mowing and
Sassy
Paul
1-554-2153.
ity not required to buy. Adopt this jewel. Call S6.930. Phone 753-3234 service Marshall and maintenance. We are
, Tinsel
days, 753-0114 after Calloway counties. Call looking for new reWyill
ARC Registered Great Let - us show you these 759-4497 after 5p.m.
properties. MURRAY- 1978 BUICK Regal 2 5p.m.
783-0437
Dane puppies. 247-4421.
DeAnn 437-4734. Cheryl sidential, commercial
753-8382
rental and 'cemetery
PEG'S Parlor. All CALLOWAY CO. tone blue, excellent 22 FT. Golden Falcon 759-1064.
'Residen
tial
&
condition, good -gas Travel trailer. sleeps 6,.LICENSED Electrician
properties. Go with the
breed dog grooming. -REALTY. 753-8146.
Commercial.
professionals. Excellent
753-2915, 9-9p m. Peggy FOR Full Time Real mileage. Price reduced. extra clean. 1500 Car- for residential and
dinal. 753-5422.
Estate Service, Contact 436-2682 or 759-4139.
•Free Estimates.
references Countryside
com,mercial. Heating
Gardner.
KOPPERUD REALTY, 1978 CAMARO, auto- 27 FT. 5th Wheel Travel and air condition, gas
Nursery 753-3188.
41. Public Sales
753-1222. We currently matic. ac, AM-FM stereo Trailer. self contained, installation and repair.
have over 160 properties cassette, rally sports. air conditioned, awning, Phone 753.7203.
for sale.
1500 Canterbury. 753- full size bed, sleeps 6, MALONE'S RemodelAPRIL
good condition. Call ing from ground to roof
FOR Sale tv owner, 4 9710.
FLEA MARKET BR, 2 bath house. 1978 MONZA Spryder, 753-4802 or 753-5265 after
top. Phone 492-8183,
Spacious yard. Great V-8, p.s., p.b., ac., 5p.m.
Evenings 436-2107
300 pieces
location: 1013 Payne. AM -FM radio, tilt
SUNSET BOULEVARD MUSIC
52.Boa
ts-'Mo
old furniture.
tors
$45.000. Call 753-5750.
steering wheel.
Aluminu
m
and
Vinyl
Dixieland Center Open Til 6
Oak,
Walnut, 47,
sacrifice 'at $4,400. Call 14'FIBERGLASS
Motorcycles
siding and Aluminum
753,6487.
Quachita 40 Mere.
Mahogany. Desks,
*Only One In This Section Of The Country
1977 HONDA Goldwing 1979 BLACK
trim for all houses It
and sliver newly rebuitt lower
Chairs, Tables, 1000 dressed, cruise Trans
stops painting
'At Least 50% Cleaner Than Old Method
Am, automatic. unit, carpet, seats and
control, FM cassette. t-top, AM•FM cassette
Halltrees, old tools.
Jack Glover
, trolling mofor 753 0369
•Carpet Dry in /
1
4 to /
1
2 Hour
A-1 condition. 753-0519 cruise control,
46.xxx or 753 9573
KEEN'S
•
753-1873
after 5 or 753-5142 days. actual miles
Call
Today
For
Our
Low -Low
753-6244' SAILBOAT for tale, 17
6 miles South of
Ask for Dick.
after 5p.m.
ft. 0-Day Day Sailer,
1984 YAMAHA 225 3- 19/9 ELDORADO
Mayfield Highway
JOE t Sonney
Mc-KinWheeler. excellent Cadillac, extra sharp, excellent condition ney. Appliance Service.
45 South.
*w/trailer. 1666 Ryan
All Types of Custom Woodworking & Cabinetry
So Low You Can Afford To KEEP_ _Your
condition. Call 759-1559 loaded. Call 753-0851 or
All
makes
and models.
Ave.
•Kitchen and Bcith Cabinets 'Counter Tops
TRUCKLOAD wicker after 6p7m.
(Authorized Service on
'753-0627 after 5p.m.
Carpets Clean And Prolong Their Life
SUNFIS
H Sailboat 436
•Furniture & Furniture Refinishing •Mill Work
sale. Special purchase
Montgomery Ward Ap1982 MERCURY Lynx
2261
759Bea's Plastercraft and 48. Auto Services
We Clean With
pliances
Commercial and Residential
). Located at
759Station Wagon, 25.xxx
Wicker. 1 week only.
George _Hodge and Son
actual miles, $4,000. 53 Services Offered
759-9673.
Used
Furniture Store.
Quality Work
. 759-1733.
RICK WEST
at
1834
1983 TOYOTA Supra. . FENCE sales at Sears 753.8505.
435 4125 et,
Reasonable Prices
BIG GARAGE
Must sell. leaving town. now. Call Sears 753-2310 LAWN Mower and tiller
753 9317
Refer
ences
has moved to
for free estimate for repair. 3 miles south on
Call 753-63103 after 4p.m
SALE
your needs.
121. 753-5086.
a new location:
50. Used Trucks
Fri. & Sat.

PAINTING

ITIBZIN3
(MAL

759-1050

JIM DAY
Painting
753-3716

*5599°0

M&T

ainting
Contractor

Early Bird Spring Cleaning

SALE

[

TLC Cleaning Service
Introducing Our
REVOLUTIONARY NEW
CARPET DRY
CLEANING MACHINE

CD PIONEER'
CAR STEREO

`Rick's Custom,
Wood Design,,,

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

Todd's Tire
Service

April 13th &,14th
8-4
1504 Parklane Dr.
Rain or Shine
Furniture.
Miscellaneous,
Household Items,
Assorted
Linens,
Some
Men
&
Women's Clothes.
43. Real Estate
2 BR duplex, very nice,_
3 years old. 753-3966.
Real -Service.-inReal Estate'. Contact
KOPPERUD REALTY.
711 Main. We work at
your convenience
--Phone 753-1222.

-PaR

STROUT
REALTY
Loi Ann Philpot 753-6843
Wayne Wilson 753-5086
Joe L Kennon 436-5676
1912 Coldwater Road
Murray, Kentucky 42071
15021 753-0186
Anytime
JOE L KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded
RENT'Z,L Investment
Property. Must sell
$24,000. Rental Income
$450. 753 5842 or
436-2411.
44. Lots for Sale
APPROXIMATELY 17
acres, less than 1 mile
from Lake. New Concord area. Good building sites. Priced $6,000.
John Neubauer Real
Estate 753-7531.
AURORA one to 10
acres wooded Kentucky
Lake area. from $3.995,
nothing down, from $39
-month, for home,
,mobile home, free in- formation phone Mr
Shell 1-800-521.4996.

45 Farms for Sale
177 ACRES tillable land
with tobacco barn.
Financing available.
436-2197
APPROXIMATELY 70
acres. River bottom
farm. a_ miles East of
Murray on Bethel
Church Rd. Carl'
753-6236
NICE 4 BR brick Ranch
home. Large rooms.
Cathedral ceiling with
fireplace and heatalor
in 24x20 living room
Double carport. With
livestock facilities. All
on 119 saes with 30 acre
watershed on back of
property. Located in
Kirksey area. Owner
financing available.
intine- 436-2197
WANTED to Buy Ap•
proximately 20 A. farm
with modest house,
barn, and outbuildings.
Will pay cash Send
detailed description and
location to 117 Beach St
So.. Kewanee, IL 61443.

801 South 4th
Old bverbey
Honda Building
to serve you better. New and used
tires at discount
prices.
753-2527

GOOD Reconditioned
Auto Batteries.
guaranteed! $15 exchange. Call 753-3711.

TENDER LOVING CARE

1976 FORD F100, blue,
p.b., standard
shift, spoke wheels.
sharp. 474-2325.
1977 DODGE 4 Wheel
Drive, long wheel base
Pickup, ac., low mileage. Phone 753-4545 or
753-6763.
MOVING must sell. 1977
Chevrolet Silverado 4
Wheel Drive. low mileage. 84.100 or best offer.
753-6%3.

ATTENTION FARMERS!
righi on
- the river and right on the price.
Blended Barge Fertilizer is now available at the
River Port Paducah, Ky.
Prices are blended and delivered to your farm
or less $10 per ton hauling allowance loaded in
Your truck or Fertilizer Buggy. If you have no
spreading equipment, Check with us! We have
arrangements with Custom Spreaders in some
areas.
We have 46% Urea 18-46-0 and Domestic
Potash in storage'at the River Port.
Naturally, the 'concept of Barge to Farm Fertilizer combined with cash transactions substantially reduce fertilizer prices and help you survive.
We hope you help this concept survive.
We recognize the inconvenience in paying
when weighed but we believe the price advantages are greater. Flexible loading hours in
season.
Were

River Ag Sales, Inc.
Paducah, Ky. at the River Port
Office Phone: 502-443-0235
Night Phone: Rodger/502-527-3398
Bill Harrison 759-4531

First Class Repair Service
on Stereo's &'T.V.'s
Work Guaranteed
W.
-Id
f Scsazrya
222 S. 12th St.

753-5865

AUCTION
SATURDAY, APRIL 14, 1984

10.00 A M -REGARDLESS OF WEATHER

MR. & MRS. ROBERT 0. JOHNSON
FAIRDEALING, KENTUCKY -5 Miles East Of Benton. Kentucky
5 Miles Southwest Of Kentucky Lake
15 Miles Southeast Of Kentucky Dam
ale Location From Draffenville Ky Take Hwy 68
ast 7 Miles To George Holland Rd Proceed North East
o Sale Site,Signs Will Be Posted"
*0400 Acres - In 4 Tracts**
*Farm Machinery* * *Beef Cattle*
ord 5000 Diesel Tractor, Du Power, Pr Spread
heels Remote Valve • Ford Backhoe And Loader •
ord 642 Diesel Combine, Cab & Air. 655 Hours. 15
rain Platform 23 1-26 Rubber•New Holland 68 Twine
Baler• New Holland 256 Rake•Bush Hog 9 Pull Type
otary Cutter • 3 Point Bale Carrier • 3 Point 6 Box
lade • Ford 501 Mower• Mayrath 8 -54' Grain Auger
Hopper • Goose Neck 6 x20 Stock Trailer, 2 Axle •
oose Neck 16 Flat Bed ir; Sides• 3 Point PTO Post
ole Digger•1000 Gallon Fuel Tank w Pump•Portable
ir Compressor•Power Washer•Sander•Mist Shop
00Is • Battery Charger • Texas Big Horn Saddle •
ohn Deere 60 Riding Mower • Push Lawn Mowers •
2000 Board Feet Poplar Lumber Saw Mill Run • Minral Feeders•1979 Jeep J-10-4 Wheel Dhve Pickup Pr,
Steering, Automatic. Air.
24 Grade Beef Cows • Good Clean On The Farm
Herd,• White Face Hereford • Black White Face •
Angus And Charlois • 12-Cows With Calves By
Side • 12-Cows To Calve Within 60 Days • 1
Angus Bull•Individual Health Certificates
For-An Illustrated Brochure Contact The Auctroneer
Complete Settlement Day Of Sale' Bank Letters A MUST

LAND AUCTION

WERE NOW

-OPEN!!
With A Fresh Load of
lorida Produce. Come
:y And Check Out
•ur:
irTomatoes
*Broccoli
*Cucumbers
*Cauliflower
*Peppers
*Lettuce
*Nuts
*Much More!
You Want It,
We've Got It!

Jones Produce

400 Acres' -± Marshall Co ,Ky. Farm
Being Offered tn Four Tracts And As Combinations
Mr'
Mrs Robert Johnson 502-354-8740
REAL ESTATE AUCTION STARTS All 1.00 A.M
- UNDER THE TENT!
TRACT .1 89 6 Acres z Of Farm Land With 62 4 Acres
pen That Lay Well With County Road Frontage The
Entire Width of The Tract •
ACT .2 174 2 Acres
Of Farm tend 1Mith 142 4
Acres Open That Lays Well With County Road Frontage
ending Into The Aid Portion Of The Tract
RACT .3 107 8 Acres
Of Pasture Land With 31
Acres For Cropping Improvements Consist Of A
75'x75 Pole Barn Two 5500 Bushel Grain Bins W
Dryers Machinery Tool Shed
RACT '4 254 Acres t Of Pasture Land With 22 1
Acres Clear For Cropping Improvements Consist Of A
3 Bedroom 1400 Sq. Pt Home That is Furnished With
Refrigerator Range Dishwasher. Washer And Dryer
Tv Tdwer Central Heat And Air Clean As A Pin There
Is 14 x36 Kidney Shaped Swimming Pool Also A
24'x24' Detached Garage With Over Head Door And
Concrete Floor There Is A Good Well under Ground
Fuel Tank With Electric Pump
- The Entire Farm Is Fenced well
And Is Very Welt Arranged
Tract Divisions Prepared By Registered Surveyor
TERMS: 15°. Doikn Day Of Sale! Balance - Due
With Closing Within 30 Days!
Fr Pre-Sale Inspection or For
Further Information Contact
,
James 1,1 Cash. Real Estate Broker, 502-623-8466
Or pohert 0 Johnson, Owner 502-354-8740

JAMES R. CASH

S. 12th St., Murray

la, AUCTION/5ER 8. REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY
(502)623-8466 or (502)623-6388

•

OPEN MONDAY, APRIL 9TH

MR. FARMER
WE HAVE A PLACE JUST FOR YOU
Oak framing
Oak and Poplar Boxing
Kiln Dried Yellow Pine Framing
Barn Strips
Fencing Lumber
Treated 6x6 Building Post up to 30'
Creosote Fence Posts
Penta Fence Posts
Creosote 1x6's
NAILS - FARM HARDWARE
"Everything For Your Farm Lumber Nee s'

BAILEY'S
FARM LUMBER
SUPPLY
CORNER INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
AND CHESTNUT
Phone 759-1099

Murray, Ky.

„
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Father says Aid not mean to kill son'
LOS ANGELES lAPt- innocent to a murder predicament,* he said. bruises, but "nothing -= Marvin Gaye's father 'charge Wednesday and "The biggest thing in like hed been punched
admits he fatally shot- was held -hr$100,000-bail --my mind is how does she outthatttnd- of
the singer April 1 a at least until completkn feel about it?"
stuff," said police 'IA,
published report says, of psychological tests
Gaye Wore a torn Robert Martin.
but contradicts his requested by %-his white T-shirt under a
But Gaye said his son
wife's version of the attorney.
.
blue. prison. jumpsuitgrabbed me and he
events leading to Gaye's
Gaye said he hadn't Saying he was cold slung me to the floor and
a,th and insists: "I read or watched news without his bathrobe he started beating me,
Graveside services
idn't mean to do it.
accounts of the death of and unable to read kicking me."
for Mrs. Irma G.
"I want you to believe his 44-year-old son, without his glasses, he
Gaye then said hi was
Branigan Crooks will be what I'm saying. I fear 'whose hits ranged 'from talked of what preced'ed shoved onto- his bed and
Thursday at 10:30 a.m,. God,--I respect God. I'm the 1960s Motown sound the shooting on the eve "happened to feel the
at the Murray Memorial -Sorry and I regret what 'of "I Heard It Through of his son's_ 45th little gun under the
Gardens.
'happened to this mo- The Grapevine" to the birthday.
pillow." He said his'son'
Mrs. Gaye, the only had given him the gun
The Rev. Louis ment," Marvin Gaye Sr. 1983 Grammy-winning
shooting "for protection.'
Piskula, pastor of St. told the Los Angeles "Sexual Healing." He witness to the
three
home
all
in
the
Herald
heard
from
Examiner
fn
an
alsO
had
not
Leo's Catholic Church,
where .she was a interview in Sunday his wife, Alberta, 71, or shared, told police her
editions.
other family members, husband came after her reiterat Stale
member, will officiate.
-son with a_gun after a .641111..1.11._ Oka__ _
"I do know l_ did „fire he said.
In charge of ar- the gun. I was just try"If you see my wife, verbal argument that Kristin ky Iturehatie Sr"., Hoe Market
Report Includes ti Buying Stations
rangements is the J.H. ing to keep him back off tell her I'm hurt and I turned to shoving. She Iteriettns
Art 464 Est 5511 Harrow,
Churchill Funeral Home me. I want the world to want to see her so bad -- said her husband fired - A 17ilts- folly_ 75_
00 lower decline on apt,: inti•r 54Wi
where friends may call. know it wasn't presump- all of my -children," point-blank.
lbs
after 8:30 a.m. on tuous on my part."
Gaye said his son was 1:8 1-2210-25,lbs $414 414E50 fess 41. 75
Gaye said. ..r• -don't
I'S 2 200-2141 lb., $47410-IS no
Thursday.
The paper- said it in- know whether they've 20 feet away when he 1J12
- $17 50 SS On
_
2 3 250 270 lbsyI.;54147511
Mrs. Crooks, '80, died teivrew-e-dT Gaye at the turned against me or fired the first shot and • I'S
SON S
Monday at 10:25 a.m. at Los Angeles County jail what. No one has tried that the elder Gaye was IS 1-2 270-350 lbs
$39 oo-ii 541
when
he
on
backing
away
Thursday,
the
day
just
of
to
contact
rite.
'I've
IS 1 1100-4514 lb.
$411 00.43 Oil
Westview Nursing
S I 3 4511500 lbs
$47 50-46 00
fired the second.
•
been alone in here._
Home. She was born Ju- his son's funeral.
IS I 3 500 650 lbs
$47 50-54)4141
"I guess Ma i Alberta - The father sustained (8 2-3 300-500 lbs
The 70-year -old
139 110-411 III
ly _10
!_1903, in Indiana. ••
retired pastor pleaded Gaye) knows about my leg and shorpder floats 134 00-311 00
She is survived by her
husband, William L.
Crooks, 617 Ellis Dr.,
Murray, and one son,
G
Gruel
?bait°
.
Larry Crooks, MemW rh4
Genuine GMGPitt..
phis, Tenn.

Mr. MAW' s* Mrs.- Johns-lilt's- funeiat-totlay Mrs. Crooks^
Final rites forMrs. at 2 p.m. at her home.
funeril rites Naomi
Johnson are toShe is survived by one' rites plannoi
day at 2 p.m. in the son, Lynn Hill, Murray;
conducted
chapel of Smith Funeral one brother, William on Thursday
The funeral for Elvin
C. tSpeedy) Phillips is
today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral
Home. The ReV. Larry D.
Nichols is officiating.
Music is by Dan Bruce,
soloist, and Mrs.
Olivene Erwin,
organist. •
Pallbearers are Bernie Dowell, Albert
Dowell. Pete Farley,
-Rod Harrell, Mike
Scillion and Dennis
Brasher.

•

Kalberer, Murray: one
Home, Smithland.
The Rev. Ray Grim. granddaughter, Valerie
mitt is officiating. Lynn Hill, Benton.
Burial will follow in the
Ferguson Cemetery
•
there.
Mrs. - Johnson, 51,
Padnpah, died Sunday
••••••••

_
Mrs. Geever
dies; funeral
at Decatur

_Kentuckian
hangs Self

CLEVELAND, Tenn.
(AP) - A Kentucky
man has died from injuries received when he
apparently hanged
himself in his cell at the
Bradley County Justice
Services for Mrs. Ber- Center, sheriff's
tha Nicholls Geever will deputies said.
be Friday at 10 a.m. at
Donald Wayne Saylor.
the Fairlawn Cemetery,_
24, of Williamsburg;
Decrur, Ill.
Ky., was pronounced
aurial will follow in
Mrs. Geever, 74, Rt. 1.
the Murray Memorial Hardin, died Sunday at dead about 1:30 p.m.
EST Monday at
Gardens.
1.50 p.m. at Marshall
Cleveland Community
-Mr. -Phillipe, -60„
tieputies said.
Calvert. City, died Sun- Benton.
Saylor. was found
She was a member of
day at 11:15 a.m. at
hanging in a holding cell
Western Baptist Maple Springs United about 10:15 p.m. Sun-.
Methodist Church. Her day, about three hours
Hospital. Paducah.
He is survived by his husband, Chester after he was arrested
wife, 'Mrs. Mary Boyd Geever, survives.
along Interstate 75 for
Friends may call now public drunkeness and
Phillips: his mother,
Mrs. Ople Phillips, Mur- at the Collier Funeral possessioin of
.fity ; two daughters, Home, Benton. The marijuana.
Mtss Vicki Phillips and body will be transferred
Deputies said Saylor,
- Mrs_ Rudy_ Young;_ -Iwo, to the Dawson-Wikoff who was alone in the
sons, Gary W. Phillips Funeral Heine. cell, had fashioned a
Phillips: Decatur, where friends pair nf pantg into a
and Curtis
one sister, Mrs. George may call from ", to 9 noose and snagged it in
Sloan; four p.m. on Wednesday and a crack in the cell's
Thursday.
grandchildren.
metal ceiling.

if

Hog market
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In Japan, some
silkworms spend their
short lives in special
germ -free environments, often
1404arished -by 4.-eciesu_
tifically formulated
mixture of mulberry
leaves

r

..-

ACH
ZY
Conversions
Will do full or partial van or truck
conversions.
1979 Chevrolet Silverado
Rally Wheels, Rails, Tool Box, Tilt,
Cmise, Power Steering, Power Brakes,
Air, 50,xxx miles, Nice!

Limit on tobacco imports requested
•
bureaus where tobacco much tobacco- from
foreign
countries
as
Is grown. Kentucky
Fram Bureau President they let go under loan•
Ray Mackey was a from our crop."
Mackey said imported
member of the group.
In a news release, tobacco was taking an
Mackey said the request ipereasing share ot- the
.
was made in an effort to U.S. market.
t--a -sub sta n tia 1
TWO-Is-ter the olitrook-for
the 1984 tobacco crop. limitation could be placHe said most of last ed on imports, that
BOBBY WOLFF
year's crop, one of the would do more to revive
smallest because of next year's tobacco
"When your work speaks North Saab
drought, went to the markets," Mackey said.
111
14
for- itself, don't interrupt."
Mackey said farmers,
surplus pool under the
29
Henry J. Kaiser.
,government tobacco *facing the third-year of
South's work in his play of ANSWER: Three hearts.__ prog-ram. Tha-t price supports, could
today's --tame is best Worth an invitational raise. amounted to 270 million see additional
described in two words: North can pass or continue, pounds of burley.
assessments they pay
down one. Naturally he had depending upon what he's
for the costa the no-net- the,
----4
ear,
'
Last.
more-thas two words to jus- looking at.
shortest crop On record, cost tobacco' program
-•
tify the result.
bridge_ questions to The Aces,
the buyers Only bought, Increase from 5 cents to
The defense took the first Send
PD. Boz 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
three.hearts and East shift- with sell-addreased. stamped envelope half of it," Mackey said. • as high as 20 cents a
ed to the diamond jack.. for reply.
"But...they imported as :pound.
South covered, as did West,
and dummy's ace won.
Trumps were drawn. South
staking all on running the
club suit, but that didn't
work. East's club jack failed
to - dropand South was
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT -- INVESTMENTS
frircedtAo_.concede_ a
mood for one,down.
-The game would have
made if the heart ace had Prices furnished by First of
. 11014 +
I.B.M.
been onside. if the diamond _Michigan
Jerrie() .
• • wi 14 -144
-king had been right or if the Industrial Average
J.C. Penney.
+4.92
48% -14
club jack had dropped in
.. 28 -14
_
Kmart
unc
441,
2
Products
Air
three rounds," alibied South.
1178-., -%
Mary Kay Cosm.
'24314 +
"Quite a few things had to Apple Computer*
-.347/8 -IA
'4 Penwalt ..
157
. + is
be wrong for me to go American Telephone
Quaker Oats
24 unc
Chrykler
60t* +%
.down."
,4734 + 54
31 unc
Sears
"One more thing went Dupont
wrong that you didn't Ford
-Stuart Hall
34 + is
5% '14
mention," needled North. G.A.F.1578 +
3878 +.
Texaco
142
"You backed the wrong General Motorsr.•
U.S. Tobacco
634,8 + 3,8
361ti
horse."
'32% +
Wal-Mart
*General Tire
32% +
After winning dummy's
Wendy's
13% -18
3514
diatnond ace, South should Goodrich
.
. 18 .%
Wetterau
unc
Goodyear.
-draw_ two rounds of truipps
+4
A.L. Williams
78 +
with his king and queen„._
Then he plays the king a4r-- Home Hea
9,32
C.E.F. Yield
ace of clubs. A low club is Care -Arne ca
7% unc
ruffed. with the tramp jack *Name B g Changed To GenCorp; Inc.!
to. establish the suit, and a
third round of trumps to
-dummy's ace provides the
vital entry to run the clubs. .
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
Why bother with lame.
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
NORTH
4-I5-A

Call
Steve Moore
753-8107
14010/
1202V2 Johnson Blvd,
I
Murray

s6100°°

The request was
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
T AFF=fityrOup-Ortarnr-direeteth-to-Agriculture
bureau leaders has ask- Secretary John Block
ed for an immediate Friday by the
limit on tobacco imports presidents of the
to be imposed by the American Farm Bureau
and 12 state farm
president.

DWAIN TAYLOR_ .
C-HEVR a LET ...., 641

753-2617

S. Murray
2
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ACES®
THEACES®

-

'
G0005
- EAR

Bil
e

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

--

LAST DAY TO SAVE IS APRIL 14.
*
04
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Stock Market

•

WOODMEN BLDG.. MURRAY 753-9476

•A 75
•K 6 2

•A5
•AQ109
WEST
EAST
•9 6 3
*108
•Q J 9 8
•A10 5
*J 10 96
•IE 8 3 2
48
•J 5 3 2
-801.1Tit
IIIKQJ42
1P 7 4 s
• •44:74
•K 6

•

--•

Vulnerable Both
North The bidding.
North

XT

East
Pass
Pass

South
341
4.

West
Pass
All
pass

Opening _lead: liesricpreen
excuses when a thoughtful
plan will land the game'
Bid with The Aces
South holds

4-10-B

•K QJ 42
•74 3
•Q 74
•K 6
:***-•":

KAI( STUMP REMOVAL
We con remove stumps
ri 74
below the grounel
i)'
115 4319
035 4343
We Now Ho

&Aiding Sopply

Maybe you didn't,realize it, but there's a lot
of-good information on
the, sidewall of your
tires.
The sidewall tells you •
the maximum inflation
pressure recommend"ed. The number of
body piies used. The
kind of cord. And mOre
But most _important, it
tells you the brand
name Thais especially
critical..since all Aires
look alike -on the
outside.
Next time you read- a
sidewall, look for the
name Goodyear. Its a
brand name you can

•

ARRIVA*
WHITEWALLS

Keeps Its Feet
Even In The Rain

Steel Belted Traction
For Front Or Rear Wheel Drive

Custom Pelysteel
P175/70Rt3
P175/80R13
P185/75R14 _
P205/75R,14
P219175ft14
-P205/70R1-4
P225/75R15
P225, 70R15

White
Antra
Whitt •
Arriva
la_165: 75R-13-S64.20 P205.751315 $6565
P215 716114. S71 DO
P175;70R13 $56.1
.70R14 569 80
P
-185/75R14 -$59.80 P205
2270t17.5 $75 95
01.85/__ZOR13_11458 85
P185/70R14 563 95

Whits
649.00
$49.40
$54.60
$63.00
$85.80
$8615
$71.35
%72.50

FLY WITH
priifira THE EAGLES

LIGHT
TRUCK
BLACK WALLS
White Letter
Perfect

Rib

12 700 a 15
58 750.16

85770R13
P1951VOR 14
P215170R 14
-P22W 7OR 14
P225/70R 15
P2351401115-P245/50R14
P255/60R15

P5010140
TIRE I If F
BOOST 10I4'G

$1900
Pans and WO
tiOna4aMionteS
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POLYSTEEL*
RADIAL

Come see

Goodyear's
newest all season radial
Unique crisscross tread
delivers up to 25% more
mileage than our outstanding mileage tire.
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Steel Radial

FRONT-END ALIGNMENT

*Garage Steel Doors
•Woodep Screen Doors
- *Pre-Hung Steel Entrance Doors
*Interior Pre-Hung Doors
*Aluminum Storm Doors
*Wrought Iron Security Storm Door
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